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I Composition of the Numerals 

When the Japanese numerals modify nouns, one, two, and three are respectively 

pito, puta, and mi, as shown in the case of pito-tabi for one time, puta-tabi for two 

times and mi-tabi for three times, while when they are separated from the nouns and 

stand by themselves, one, two, and three take the following forms : pitotu, putaht, 

and mitt, respectively. Thus the former might be called adjectives and the latter 

nouns. The two forms of numerals from one up to ten may be given in Roman 

spelling as follows. (The system of spelling given here is that representing the an

cient pronunciation. This accounts for the spelling being somewhat different 

from the ordinary modern system.) 

2 4 , 5 6 7 9 IO 

Adjectives pito puta mi yo itu 1mt nana ya kokono towo 

Nouns pitotu putatu mitu ;1oftt itutu mutt, nanatu yatu kokonoht towo(tu) 

As a glance at the table will show, the numerals in the adjective form indicate 

the word-stems, while the numerals in the noun form are nothing but these stems 

followed by a word-ending .. Among the word-stems, pito (one) anq puta (two), mi 

(three) and mt1 (six), and yo (four) and ya (eight) and all pairs of words respectively 
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varied through changing the vowel in the original word. As it is not very difficult 

to detect this, linguists both Japanese and foreign who have studied the Japanese 

numerals have noticed it. However, since the numerals ittt (five) and ~owo (ten) 

markedly differ in pronunciation, and since it seem as if the stem of itu (five) were i 

from the fact that in the Japanese classics li + (fifty) is pronounced iso and li E 

(five hundred) ipo, such a conspicuous resemblance as seen between mi (three) 

and mu (six) or yo (four) and ya (eight) could not be detected between itu (five) 

and towo (ten). Should i in itu (five) be interpreted as a prefix and ftt the stem, 

and wo in towo (ten) a suffix and to the stem, the resemblance between tu the stem 

for five and to the stem for ten might compare with that seen: between mi and nm 

oryo andya. 

If among th~ Japanese numerals from one up to ten, the four two, six eight, 

and ten were formed through changing the respective vowels in the numerals for 

one, three, four, and five, it may be inferred that the method of calculation adopted 

was the so-called reduplication system. When our ancient forefathers adopted this 

method in calculating things, what tools did they use and how did they handle these 

tools? It is most imperative to answer these questions in considering the composi

tion and significance of the Japanese numerals. It is quite well-known that the 

savage peoples at present living in different parts of the world use the fingers of 

their hands and the toes of their feet in calculating objects. Even among 

civilized people, fingers are used in counting objects in every-day life, and this 

harks back to an ancient custom. The fact that the numeral for five in the 

Malay language means a hand, _and the Eskimo word tadt!imat for the same 

number likewise a hand, definitely shows that the fingers were and have 

been the sole tools of calculation. Ignore the fingers and toes, and it will be 

impossible to solve the fundamental meaning of the numerals in any language. A 

study of the Japanese numerals :tnust be approached and pursued with a similar 

mental attitude. When we Japanese count objects with the fingers now, we first 

open a hand and bend the fingers in, one after another, beginning with the thu:tnb 
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and ending with the little finger until five is counted a;; the hand is clos.ed; and for 

the numbers over six, the fingers are tinbent one after another, beginning with the 

little finger and ending with the thumb until ten is counted as the hand is open again. 

In this method, counting may be done with only one hand. It is impossible to deter

~ine by referring to ancient literature, when this method was first employed in our 

•country, but no doubt our ancient forefathers, in counting numbers, used their 

fingers in a way entirely different from ourselves. It would be extremely important 

to investigate their method here in interpreting the significance of the Japanese 

.numerals .. 

Using a single hand in counting numbers from one up to ten is practised 

-,qot only among the Japanese, but also the Westerners.. It is true that not 

only the Japanese but also the Westerners use a single hand in col).nting num

·bers from one up to ten; but in so doing the Japanese bend tl1e fingers of an 

-open hand beginning with the thumb_, while the Westerners unbend the fingers 

-of a closed hand beginning with the little finger. Now, in the case of the 

ancient Japanese who adopted the reduplication system in countin,g objects with 

a single hand, did they begin with an open hand or a closed hand? And did they 

begin counting with the thumb or the little finger? These questions must be 

answered first. · Should it be supposed that th~ ancient Japanese, like ourselves, 

. bent the fingers of an open hand, beginning with the thu.mb, the thumb for one and 

the forefinger for two would be folded on each other and would not take o.pposing 

positions. Should it be supposed that they unbent the fingers beginning with the 

little finger, the little finger and the ring finger would take parallel positions, but 

would conflict with interpretation that both pito, the Japanese number for one, and 

p11ta for two meant pitto :::t (stout). As we consider this aspect, it would seem that our 

forefathers began counting objects with a closed hand, with all the fingers bent; they 

first unbent the thumb, calling it pito (one) and then the forefinger calling it puta 

(two); thus the thumb and the forefinger, confronting each other, though standing 

:.apart, formed opposing positions. Their opposing relation indicated the equal 
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qualification of the thumb and the forefinger. However, if two were twice one in 

point of quantity, it was necessary to distinguish the two. Therefore, by ·changing 

the vowel in pito ( one), they called two pt1ta. They unbent the middle :finger, after 

the forefinger, calling it mi, then the ringfinger calling it yo, and then the little :finger 

calling it itu. No opposing relation as seen between the first two numerals appearing 

among these three numerals, three different names were given to them. 

On unbending all the :fingers, they now had to count six. But the question is : 

How did they arrange their :fingers? Should it be supposed that ·they used only one 

hand, they now had to bend either the little :finger or the thumb of the hand whose 

:fingers had all been unbent. In either case, no opposing or mating form would 

have been realized. However, should it be supposed that they used both hands instead 

of only one hand, and unbent three :fingers of either hand, there would appear two 

rows of three :fingers. Thus, over against this one row of three fingers which they 

called mi, and they had the sum of the :fingers in two rows which they called mu. 

As eight and ten could be counted in a similar way, over against yo (four), they 

called eight double the number, ya; and over against itu (:five), they called ten, 

double the number, towo. 

As we investigate the Japanese numbers, among the numerals from one up to 

ten there are two which can be neither an element nor a result of reduplication. 

They are, of course, seven and nine, which cannot be counted by the reduplication 

system. So they chose special numerals for the two, calling seven nana and nine 

kokono. Now, in the Manr!yoshu ~~ l~ ~, the characters 1t nfJ (in counting) are read 

nabete; and even to-day nabete is sometimes used, for counting. There is evidence 

that in ancient times, kagamete besides nabete, was probably used for counting. 

There is a passage in the Kojiki '5:;tric which, in quoting the poem by Yarnatotake

rto-mikoto 1~ :Rt 'hIJ composed at the palace of · Sakawori rr'li :j'fj-, says 'How many 

nights have I slept since passing Nipibari and Tukuba?' sang he. The old man, 

who was the lighter of the :fire, completed the song, and sang, saying 'Oh! 

having put the days in a row, there are of nights nine nights, and of days ten 
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daysl1) ! ' Kaganabete )Jll "t:!l 7}~ 1£- §_ the phrase here used is one indicating the method 

of counting numbers in ancient times. Thus a definite explanation of its signifi

cance is urgent if we would solve the problem in question. MorooRI Norinaga 

* Jl 'm' -If interprets this phrase kaganabete to be kaganabete 13° k ]tl r ( counting days 

one after another), while KmcHu Ajari ~ ?rp fiTTJ f~ ~ rejects this view, saying that 

since it was necessary, in counting objects, to arrange them and bend the fingers as 

they are counted, this )JLI Ji is an abbreviation of kagame (bend). I should think that 

KErcHu is in the right in his interpretation. Should we take kaga to be kaga El /:: 

( days one after another) as MotooRI suggests, this would conflict with the meaning 

of the poem by the old man, which says " Yoni1va kokonoyo, hiniiva tokaivo " ( of nights 

nine nights, and of days ten days) differentiating days and nights. This kaga as 

KEICHu interprets is probably a word meaning kaga J[f\ (bend) which came from the 

custom of bending the fingers in counting objects. In Japanese, Jrrl is pronounced 

kaga-mu, while ]i;m is pronounced kaga-111u or kogo-JJJtt. Thus kaganabete in the old 

man's poem probably means Jl±l ]t (bend-arrange)-a word perhaps formed because 

of the ancient custom of bending and unbending the fingers in counting objects. 

The present-day expression, Nabete ikura? ]tl r ~ 1nJ (How many are counted?) is 

an ancient phrase handed down to the present. 

Kaga-tntl and kogo-mu for Jill and Wm do not differ in meaning, but only in spell

ing, or in the use of vowels. Shifting vowels in Japanese words occurs quite 

frequently. j( (father) is pronounced toto, tata, tete, titi, or tutt,1. This is one of 

· the most striking instances in which vowels are shifted. So it would be no surprise·• 

if kaga should be changed to kogo. Mu in kagamtt and kogomtt is a word ending, 

kaga and kogo being the stems of the words. Now, ME (arrange) is also pronounced 

nabtt or namu. Bt1 and mu the last syllables in nabtt and namu being the endings, the 

stem is na. The mythology in the Kojiki has a name Iyo-no-putanasima 1JJ· tl = 
4-; ,f&s (the two-name-island of Iyo). This putana (two names), as MotooRI interprets 

( 1) ~J;h~~mi,s ~ r1il ~~m ~.wt\ m 1Jn r~1J1rm11M, ;1e1:; fJP * ~z ;:e A, f.il!fiPI, ~. 1m ~jjfi f1I H, 
JTI jJ]:l r1il rr'r· rr'f n~ m, J:t ~ "Wi'. ~ ~ 1Jn ~-
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it, means two arrangements or pairs~a name formed because the two pairs of 

provinces lying together make up Shikoku RR~ (four provinces). Unless we inter

pret kaganabete ;JO~ ;;l}f) 1-M- .§. in the Kojiki in the same way, we can never under

stand the meaning of ,the two numerals, na (seven) and kokono (nine). These two 

numbers ca~not be obtained, like the four mimbqs two, sh, eight, and ten, by the 

method of bending the fingers fot counting. Thus the former na in nana (seven) 

probably means na :Mz (arrange), while the latter na #~ (not), meaning a number which 

cannot be irtdkated by arranging fingers in a tow, an odd fractional number no·: 

obtained by counting. Likewise, koko the first part of the numeral for kokono (nine) 

ptobaly means koko @(bend); and is a tbrruption of kogo, and 110 the latter part is a 

corruption of na ·~· (hot),-namely, a humber which cannot be indicated by bending 

fingers or one that cannot be toupted. ·. Both no the lastp~rt of kokono (nine) arid na 

the latter part of na1ia (seven) mean na ~ (not). Herena was ·ch~hged to no e:xadly in 

the same mahherthatkaga'was changed tokogo. The proper pronunciation of~is na. 

In the case of kokono (nine), however, the initial p::itt being koko, kokona was changed 

to koMno for euphony. this change is analogous to that see:ii. in a phra~e yomoyama 

·rm jj A 1J (four dh:ec'tiori.s, eight dited1oni), which is prohbUiltedyomo yama.· As 

the original pronunciation of 1] is mo; rm jJ fs ptorronnted yomo as it should be; but 

in the case· of yam a i\ jj, mo f ot ~fj is changed to ?Jia for · the sake of euphony 

because it is preceded by ya. 
In our counfry, 'fmmbe:ts ovet ten are tounted ·according to the decimal system, 

· calling 'eleven teh-one,· twelve teh-lwo, etc., up to twenty when it is called patati~ 

Because of the fact that putatu (two), as already· discussed, a variation of pitotu (one), 

sOrile people may likewise suppose patati (twenty) to be a corruption of putatu (two). 

However, twenty being a trnmber large enough for two to go in· ten times, there 

could not be a relation analogous to that between pitotit (one) and putatu (two). If 

so, how should we explain patati (twenty)? I am of· the opinion that pa the initial 

syllable of patati, is a corruption of pu the initial syllable of pittatu (two) and means 

two; ta the middle syllable a corruption of to, the initial syllable of to1vo,( ten)and means 
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ten; and ti, the last syllable, is a corruption of ht, the last syllable of pitoht, putatu 

etc., and a kind of word-ending. Thus patati (twenty) should more properly be 

putotu(two-tens). Patati (twenty) is a no-q.n form, and pata, as.in the case of patuka = 
+ B (twenty days), is in its adjective form. Thus when putott-1 (twenty) becomes an 

adjective, ptt (two) is changed to pa, and to (ten) is changed to tu; when it becomes 

a noun, ptt (two) is changed to pa, to (ten) to ta and tu in the numbers of two 

fig:ure,s, to ti, according to a peculiar rule of the Japan~se language, in which a 

deriv~tive is distinguished from its original word by changing the vowel. Moreover, 

in Japanese, thirty is misodi, forty yosodi, fifty isodi, sixty mttsodi, seventy nanasodi, 

eighty yasodi, and ninety kokonosodi. It is evident that the initial ·parts, mi, yo, etc., 

represent the numerals betwe.en three and nine; so in sodi which follow them a cor

r\lption of .to (ten); and di .the last parts a_ softened sound of ti in patati (twenty). 

Jn ancient times, t sounds w~re often interchangeable with s sounds. For instance, 

the mythology in the Nihon-shoki 13 * II= *c. gives Amenotokotati-no-mikoto "J( .~ 

1L ~: and Amenosokotati-no-mikoto "'}(. * 1£ '.@: interchangeably, which is an 

instance where toko Jt was also pronoup..!=ed soko *· Again, ametusi lniJ * ;{Jj) L 

(heaven and earth) in the song of Sakimori Jt'j A in the Mamryoshu 71t ~~is an 

anci~nt transcription of ametuti where tuti :I:@ (earth) is read tusi. From these in

s.ta.nc:es, it may be ~een that t sounds were interchangeable with s sounds. In.the 

dialect of Miyakojima island 'g ""i!:i !iJo situated in the south of the Loochoo Islands, 

misoka =:: + 13 (the thirtieth day) is pronounced mitoka, which shows that so in miso 

is more properly to,. Moreover, in Japanese, a hundred a is called po or momo, a 

thousand ::p ti, and ten thousand ~ yorodu. These ar~ all the numerals that were 

used in the days of the Kojiki and the Nihon-shoki. The Japanese language · has 

had no numerals over ten thousand since those days even to the present. 

In a primitive age when savage men count objects referring each .time to their 

fingers, they use the five fingers, bending or -unbending all the fingers of one hand. 

The general rule is that as the five fingers have each a proper name, so a special name 

is chosen for each of the five numbers represented by the fingers. When the five 
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numbers are taken as a unit, and the numbers over five are reduplicated, it is called 

the quinary system. At· present this method is practised in Melanesia among the 

tribes called Tana, Api, Pama, Sesake, Fate, and Ekomanga. European languages 

and others like Hebrew have special numerals for the numbers from one up to ten 

and the numbers are taken to make a unit in counting larger numbers. This is 

called the decimal system. Some peoples, though adopting the decimal system, 

have special numerals only for the numbers from one up to seven and for ten, with 

a phrase meaning two minus ten for eight and another meaning one minus ten for 

nine. The numerals of the Ural-Altai tribes are typical of this class. 

The Japanese custom of counting objects by referring to the fingers of one hand 

does not differ from the manner of counting among the peoples who adopt the 

quinary system or the decimal system. However, as the Japanese counted up to 

two from one, the thumb and the forefinger referred to formed an opposing and 

parallel position. So our forefathers ob_serving this position of the two fingers, 

formed the numerals for one and _two. Now, should we suppose these two 

numerals to be human beings or pito A, one represented by the thumb was man, 

while two represented by the forefinger was woman and wife. Thus, in contrast 

with one (pito) or the husband, two or the wife was called puta. In view of the 

fact that since man and woman, or husband and wife are equally human beings, and 

so both one and two equally form the origin of numbers, these two numbers are 

coupled and unified in the series of p sounds, such as pito and puta, or pi and ptt. 

The principle of coining numerals wh,ich consisted in mating two numbers and 

reduplicating them is evident at the very origin of numbers, even in the case of the 

two numerals for one and_ two. Herein consists the characteristic of the Japanese 

numerals. Three, four, and five, the numbers after two, could not be coupled on 

the five fingers, so they were given special numerals-mi,yo, and itu. If one and 

two were husband and wife, the rest were children born of them, as it were. As a 

family is composed of man and wife and children, so are the basic numerals in J apa

nese composed of the following four key-words_:_the P= (the original word of 
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pito and pttta, mi,yo, and ittt. 

As we thus investigate the Japanese numerals, it seems that a landmark has 

been reached at the numeral five. But numbers know no limit. When an ancient 

Japanese counted up from five to six, how did he operate his fingers? This is a 

question worth consideration. The people of Melanesia who employ· the quinary 

system, when they count up to five by referring to the fingers of one hand, hold up 

the other hand and repeat the same processes of counting; so the five numbers from 

six to ten are again one, two, three, four, and five. But as an ancient Japanese 

counted up numbers according to the reduplication system, he did so arranging his 

fingers to indcate the corresponding numbers. Since a single hand has only five 

fingers, in order to count six and indicate it by fingers, he had to use one of the 

fingers on the other hand. Supposing he used both his hands, it is very hard to 

tell which hand he used first. The ancient custom being to prefer left to right, it is 

most probable that, in counting numbers, the left hand was used first and then the 

right. Calling one, he most probably unbent the thumb of his left hand, and calling 

two, he unbent the forefinger after the thumb. Thus the two fingers would form 

an opposing and parallel position; and on account of the custom to call one pito, 

the pair was called puta. Three, four, and five could not be duplicated with the 

five fingers of the left hand, as has been already discussed, in counting six, three 

fingers on the left hand and three fingers on the right were unbent to make a 

couple ; and on account of the custom to call the three fingers on the left band mi, 

a pair of three fingers on both hands was called 111tt. A similar process being applied 

to the two numbers eight and ten, on account of the custom to call the four fingers 

on the left hand yo, a pair of four fingers on both hands was called ya; and on 

account of the custom to call the five fingers of the left hand itu, a pair of five 

fing~rs on both hands was called towo. But seven and nine-the two numbers to 

which this same method could not be applied-were given the numerals with their 

respective meanings-seven as a number unarrangeable and nine as a number un

bendable. Therefore, the basic numerals in J.apanese were only four,-the p = or 
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the p series found in pito and puta, them= or them series found in mi and m~t, the 

y = or the y series found in J'O and ya, and the t = or the t series found in itu and 

towo. Neither nana (seven)nor kokono (nine) can be a numeral in the truest sense of 

the term. 

This theory of mine, I am convinced, niay be proved by further investigation of 

the numerals greater than a hundred. The numbers from eleven to ninety,-nine, in . 
the most advanced numerals of the worid, are formed by combining the numerals 

between one and ten; and it is customary to choose for convenience sake a special 

numeral for one hundred or a ,number ten times ten. For instance, this number is 

in Chinese pai 13, on M in Korean, and hundred in English. The Japanese for hun

dred is called either po or momo, which may. he taken only as a derivative of the p = 
or the m = of the basic numerals. As already discussed, pito for one a:1d puta for 

two niay be considered word-stems if compared with pitotu and putatu. If pa the 

initial syllable of patati (twenty) means two, pi and pu, the initial syllables of pito and 

puta must be the stems; and the last syllables to and ta the endings. Now, this p = 

or the stem of the p series is declined pi for one, pu for two, and pa for twenty, a 

new vowel was purposely adopted for the. numeral for one hundred in or9.er to 

distinguish it from the rest, and thus po came to stand for one hundred. The J apa,.. 

nese· for three is mi, and that for six n11,1; so a new vowel was purposely adopted •for 

the numeral for one hundred in order to distinguish it from the rest. Thus mo came 

to stand for one hundred and the syllable came tp be r,epeateµ to make mo1JJ0,. The 

numeral for one thousand in the most advanced numeraJs is specially coined as ch'ien 

Tin Chinese, 1ningan in Mongolian, and thousand in English. However, tithe Japa

nese for one thousand must be considered a varied form of the t = as the stem of the 

t series of the ha.sic numerals. It is also customary to coin a new numeral for ten 

thousand in other languages, as .wan 1-t in Chinese .and tiimen in Mongolian. 1Iow

ever, yorodt,t the Japanese for ten thousand, must be taken only as a varied form of 

they =·.as the stem of they series of .the basic numerals. In Japanese, yo was already 

adopted for four, in order to distinguish it from .the rest, a word-ending rod,u was 
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attached to the stem J!O andJiorodu came to represent ten thousand. The last syllable, 

du, is a softened form of tu, the ending, as in the case of mitu (three) andyotu (four). 

If thus the numerals for one hundred, one thousand, and ten thousand were formed 

by adding a vowel to the consonants p, m, t, and JI, it may be properly asserted that 

the Japanese numerals are based on the four original sounds, the p =, them =, the 

y=, and the t=. On the other hand,. the absence of the numerals originating from 

nana or kokono among the numerals representing the larger numbers than one hun

dred may serve to endorse my theory on these two numerals. 

II Significance of the Basic Numerals 

The significance of the Japanese numerals from one up to ten, except seyen and 

nine, which I have already dealt with rather elaborately, will be discussed here. In 

the 42nd year of Meiji (1909), the present writer published in the Shigaku-zasshi J):_ ff'! 

?#fk ~t a paper entitled "Concerning the Numerals in Japanese, Korean, and Ainu," 

in which an interpretation of the Japanese numerals was given. According to my 

view then published, the numeral pito leads the numerical series and represents its 

source; therefore, the proper way to solve the significance of the word must lie 

along that line. Since the end of. an object in Japanese is called pazi, and a 

beginning _pattt orpana, pito (one) may have some relation with these words. And 

vuta for two which markedly resemble pito in pronunciation may be considered of 

one common origin. However, in veiw of the fact that the elapse of time or dis

tance in space in Japanese is called pe and the increase or multiplication of things 

bt!JU, the meaning of puta (two) must be studied in the light of such words. This 

was my view at that time. Now, it cannot be an adequate interpretation to-day. 

In Japanese, one is called pito, and man is also called pito. A question may be 

raised as to whether one and man have anything in common. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, 

ifl correctly remember, once commented that pito (man) in Japanese had the mean

ing of pito (one), though he refrained from giving his reasons. As I am told that 

the north-eastern Japanese say puto for pito, I venture to wonder if pito (man) is not a 
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corruption of puta ::f.( (great). It may be that man boasting to be lord of creation 

called himself pita A (man), namely, puta (great). The Shuo-iven fii )t, the ancient 

Chinese dictionary explains the character ta* (great): "3( (Heaven) is *(great); 

J:[I! (earth) -Jc (great): and A (man) also -Jc (great). So they were all in the shape of 

A (man)."(1) Should this interpretation be acceptable, * the Chinese character for 

great was formed in the shape of A (man). Man's stature being between five and 

six feet, he cannot boast of his great size among the animals on earth. In the sphere 

of mentality, however, man is certainly more subtle than anything else; because of 

this meaning, the Chinese formed the character* (great) in the shape of A (man). 

The Japanese pito for man comprises the meaning of puta ::f.( (large), though it does 

not mein that the Chinese character A (man) has the meaning of 7(, -t:._ (great, large). 

It is quite remarkable that the Chinese in creating the character *(great) considered 

man lord of creation. 

Since man is lord of creation, it is quite natural that man in Japanese should 

have been called pita, namely puto :;;!( (large) and the Chinese should have formed the 

character * (great) in the shape of A (man). But it does not follow that on the 

strength of the fact that both man and one are pronounced pita alike, man means 

one. Is it not more probable that the numeral for one was called pita, not immedi

ately relative to man, but relative to the finger operated in counting the number? 

As already discussed, it would seem that the ancient Japanese operated the fingers 

in counting numbers, and the thumb was the finger to be unbent. Because 

of the fact that the thumb is the greatest of all the · five fingers on one 

hand, it may be that the number represented by the thumb was called pito, 

namely puto. The reason why the present Japanese call the thumb qyq)'ttbi (parent 

finger) or qyubi (big finger) is that it is the largest. Therefore, as the thumb the 

largest of the five fingers_is calledpito, so is man lord of creation called pito. Of the 

Altaic languages, the Turk for thumb is ergilk, the Mongolian eregei, and the Burjat 
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erke. The reason why a man is ere in Ti.irk and Mongolian is probably because the 

word is etymologically related to the above words meaning the thumb. In Kara

gas, a dialect of Ti.irk, a man and the thumb are both orgiik alike. Probably because 

of the fact that a man is the bravest and strongest of all human beings and the 

thumb is the largest and strongest of all the fingers, they are both b'rga'k. The 

Japanese numeral for one was called pito, because the finger used for the number 

was the largest, or the thumb. And man was also called pito because he is, of 

all creatures, the one with the highest mentality. Therefore, for the same reason, 

both man and one are called pito in Japanese and both man and the thumb are 

called iirga'k in Karagas, one of the dialects of Ti.irk. 

Though it is presumed that the numeral pito in Japanese was also due to the 

largeness of the thumb used in indicating the number, the numeral puta for two cannot 

have been borrowed from the name of the forefinger. On account of the parallel 

position of the thumb and the forefinger, if one was pito, the other was also pito, the 

numeral puta for two was adopted to represent the combined number of two pito. 

That is,pito is singular, while puta is plural. Despite the remarkable resemblance in 

their pronunciation, I formerly supposed pito and puta to differ essentially in the point 

of stems. Now I have found out that the two differ in number. Further, opo in 

Japanese stands for both" great" and" many". Pito (one) is a numeral given on 

account of the large size, while puta (two) is a numeral given on account of the large 

number. The stem of opo ~' 7(. (many, large) being po, pi the stem of pito (one) 

and pu the stem of puta (two) may be considered mere variations of the same stem. 

So pito (one) and puta (two) have developed from a common source. To repeat an 

a·ction twice in Japanese is pata: pa is the stem, ta being the ending. To overflow 

is apttrtt; a being a prefix, rtt a suffix, pu is the stem. To increase is PtfYU; yit being 

the ending, pu is the stem. Again, panapada ( considerably) is a corruption of pata

pata ... a repetition of pata. The stem of these words came from a common source 

with pi and ptt, the stem of the numerals for one and two; and may be considered 

variations of the original meaning opo $-, 7( (inany, large). 
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The Japanese children of to-day learn to count up to ten before going to 

school, but it took our ancestors inconceivably long periods to form these numerals. 

Even to,.day there exist sonie savages, ranked low in civilization who do not pos

sess the numerals up to five. According to OLDFIELD, the inhabitants of New Hol

land are reported to know no numerals ove.t two; In the Botocudo language, one 

is 1nokenam, two 1,1ruhii, which means many; and it is said that the language has no 

humeral for more 'than two. In the Puri language, one is omi, two cttriri, and 

three prica which means many. And in Tasmania, orte is parmery, two calabawa, and 

any number over two cardia.(l) Thus some savage· tribes have only numerals for 

one and two, but none for three, substituting for three and more the word many. 

There are such Chi~ese phrases as san hsing ~-~,(three self-examinations) and san ku 

·=: JmJi (three turns), which does not literally mean examining·oneself or looking back 

three times, but many times-a relic of the custom of the days· when three was 

considered the greatest number. And· some "languages in the world have three 

numbers for nouns and verbs-'-the singular; the dual, and the plural. This also 

may be regarded a relic of the age when three was the greatest. 

Should it be accepted that the meariing of the numeral puta (two) was many as 

I interpret it, when our remote ancestors commenced to form numerals, any number 

more than one was surely cailed · puta. As their mentality advanced and puta was 
. ' 

applieq t~ two definitely, a humeral for more than two became necessary and a new 

word mi was chose.n. In vie.;, of th~ fact that the numeral for three among ·some 

·savages, as already mentioned, often means many, and civilized tribes have customs 

proving that three was formerly the largest number, and· the numeral for two in 

Japanese formerly had the meaning of many, it rriay be supposed that this numeral 

mi also· had the same meaning. Perfection and repetition in Japanese is mata / ta 

being an ending, ma is the stem. To increase is masu; SU being an ending, ma is 

the stem ; and more and more is masu-masu. Many is amata; a being a prefix, ta a 

(1) TYLOR, Primitive Culture, Vol. I, pp. 
0

242-243. 
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suffix, the stem is ma. To exceed is amaru; a being a prefix, and ru a suffix, the 

stem is 1na. And all is mina; na being an ending, the stem is mi. Again, group is 

imtre or mura; te and ra being endings, the stem is mu. Every is moro; ro being an 

ending, the stem 1s mo; and still more is motto; to being an ending, mo is the stem. 

This word when followed by a particle 17to is most (mottomo). Ma, mi, 17nt, and mo, 

the stems of the above-mentioned words, together with mi (three) and mu (six), may 

be considered to· have been derived from the original m = meaning multitude. 

The Japanese for heaven is ama; a being a prefix, the stem is ma. Sea is umi J. tt 

being a prefix, 111i is the stem. Ma and mi of these words are identical with the 

words above-mentioned: only in the former the meaning of many is apparent, 

while in the lattet the meaning of great is apparent. Here is seen the same 

phenomenon that is observed in the case of the word opo which contains two 

meanings, great and inany. 

It is impossible to tell now how many years the ancient people used mi for all 

the numbers more than two. The time came at length when mi was limited to the 

meaning of three and another word for more than three became necessary. Thus 

the word yo was chosen. 

To grow gregarious in Japanese isyayopi ji ~~abundant is ya-tomi; more and 

more is fyo-fyo ,· to prosper more and more is fya-saka ,'. and the very last is !Ja-pate. 

I am sure that these words are etymologically related toyo (four) andya (eight) ahd 

-originally m.eant multitude. I takeya and yo to be the stems; when given a prefix i 

ind read !Jo and !Ja, they mean the greatest and the most. 

As the word yo grew to be a definite numeral for four, it was now necessary to 

select a numeral for more than that. Thus the word itu was chosen. The ancient 

Japanese unbent the middle finger on counting three, the ring finger on counting 

four, and the small finger on counting five. A hand has five fingers ; so the .t'lumer

:al for five should be one indicating the ultimate end of the nu1.nbers. Extremely 

in Japanese is ito; to reach the goal is itaru; exceedingly is itatte. These words 

must be synonymous with itu (five). Again, abundance in Japanese is toyo ;yo being 
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an ending, the stem is to. To grow rich is tomu; 1nit bei~g an ending, the stem is 

to. To suffice is taru; to add is tastt; rt1 and su being endings, the stem is ta. I 

should surmise that the stems, to, ta, and ftt mean abundance; when prefixed by i 

and read itu, it meant the ultimate end and became the numeral for five ; and when 

suffixed by wo and read towo, it meant far and became the numeral for ten. In 

investigating the meanings.of the numerals from one up to ten, we have seen that 

the numerals from two up to five all mean many. As for one, pito for one means 

great; but seeing that many and great are one in Japanese, pito (one) and puta (two) 

are both nothing but derivatives of one common stem. In an advanced language 

the first five numbers are represented each by a special word ; but seeing that pito 

(one) and puta (two) in Japanese are derivatives from one common stem, despite 

the fact that there are five numerals, there are only four stems. Herein lies the 

characteristic of the Japanese numerals. The numerals for. six up to ten are formed by 

reduplicating the above-mentioned basic numerals. In v~ew of the fact that the two 

numerals nana (seven) and kokono (nine) are not formed in the same manner, they 

cannot be included in the basic numerals. This theory of mine will be confirmed 

by a consideration of the significance of the numerals for a hundred, a thousand, 

and ten thousand. A hundred in Japanese is, as already mentioned, po or momo. 

Of the two, po is a derivative of the p · =, the basic numeral of the p series found in 

pito (one) andputa (two); and momo is a derivative of them=, the basic numeral of 

the n1 series found in mi (three) and mu (six). You would entertain doubts to hear 

that such a large number as one hundred should be synonymous with such a small 

numeral as one, two, or three. It should be remembered, however, that the numer

als from one up to one hundred were formed not at one time, but slowly and 

gradually in many thousand years. In the primitive age when there was no numeral 

for m'ore than two, this number two was the uttermost, the greatest number to the 

people then ; and in the ancient times when there was no numeral for more than 

three, this number three was no doubt the uttermost, the greatest number to the 

people of those days. When the human intelligence advanced, so much so that a 
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hundred could be counted, but there was no numeral for more than a hundred, this 

number . one hundred seetned no doubt the uttermost, -the greatest number to the 

people of those days. If thus pu (two) or 1ni (three) respectively. was the numeral 

indicative of the greatest nurr.iber conceivable by the people of these ages, it is no 

wonder but only natural that, when· a hundred was considered the maximum 

number, the numeral for it should have been named po on account of pu (two), or 

mo (momo) on account of mi (three). 

Thus the ancient Japanese had four words many and great,-namely, the p =, 

them =, they (%)' and the t =, the stems of the basi~ numerals. · As they formed a 

numeral for such a large number as one hundred, they tried to work on the p = ; 

as they had already set down for one pi and for two pu, pa, they called a hundred 

po in order to distinguish it from the rest ; and as they tried to work on-the m = at 

the same time, they had already called three mi and six mu, they perhaps called a 

hundred mo or momo in order to distinguish it from the rest. This being the case, 

they called a hundred either po or mo (momo) for the purpose of avoiding confusion; 

it seems that they came definitely to differentiate the uses of the two numerals as 

follows: mon10 only when put at the initial part of a word, such as momo-tukue s 1JL 

(one hundred desks) and momo-tapi s J1f (one hundred times) and po only when 

preceded by another number as ipo-piki-iwa E. s i3 [ ~ (five hundred;.pull stone, or 

a stone to be pulled by five hundred men) tiipo-aki =f E. s ;¥3( (thousand-five-hundred 

autumns, or r,500 ai.Itumns) andyapoyorodu /\ s f-t (eight-hundred-ten-thousand or 

8,006,000). And then later the knowledge of calculation advanced enough to • 

demand the name for a thousand. This being. such a large number, it was likewise 

. necessary to select from the stems of the basic numerals. Of the four words the 

p =,them =, they ·c::i, and the t =, however, the two the p = and the m =, had 

been employed for the numerals for one hundred ; therefore, the numerals 

for a thousand had to ~e selected from the remaining two,-namely, they = 
and the t =. First, the stemy = was ado]?ted, however, as yo had been used 

for yo (four), and it was necessary to distinguish it from them,yoro was formed as 
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the new numeral for a thousand, after adding an ending ro to it. At the same time 

the stem t = was adopted; however, as five was already itu and ten to and ta, and it 

was necessary to distinguish it from them, ti was formed for the purpose. This 

being the case; yoro. and ti were both used for a thousand for some time ; however, 

as the time came for ~electing a new numeral for ten thousand, ti, one of th; two 

numerals for a thousand, was now decided upon as the sole numeral for a thohsand 

and yoro as the sole numeral for ten thousand. ·· Dtt the final syllable of the word 

yorodu (ten thousand) indicates a softened pronunciation of tu, the final syllabl~ of a 

cohlmon rtouff.fortn numeral. The fact that, despite the application of the.four 

numerical stems tOthe numerals for a hundred, a thousand, and ten thousand, the 

stem-for nana·(seven) ork_okono_(nine)was not madeuseof,.would suggest that these 

two numerals were too spedal and unique to be included in the series of the· basic 

numerals. 

III Nu111epls Found inJapanese Mythology 

'1:11 view of the fact that the nu~bers from one up to ten are all important in 

calrnlat~bn aild·should have no discriminatio_n ·in value, the existence of a_ .custbm 
. . ' 

among mos\ peoples to. favour soine numbers and to despise others would seem a 

very· curious phenom~no11. A~cording to the investigations of Westerner's, the· 
' . 

Aryan peoples generally fi1vour three and. nirie, while the Semitic people com111c>11.ly 

prefer seven. Among the peoples of these t~o races, there is. an apparent tendency 

to_ favour odd nunibers and taboo even numbers. So ma:ny investigations have been 

published on this subject. that refetence to them would seem· unnecessary. 'The 

customs among the peoples of Eastern Asia, however, are not yet so well-known in 

the world. For this reason, I am going to make a general survey of the more prom.,. 

inent, and then enter into a detailed discussion of the numerical ideas of the 

ancient Japanese. 

'The Chinese favour odd numbers as yang ~I numbers, while they despise even 

numbers a~ yin [~ numbers. The Chou-i J!l !]1 especially prefers nine and seven 
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.among all the yang numbers, calling the former lao-:yang ;{s j1~ and the latter 

shao-yang ,:P rib, Since it was in the Chan-kuo 111] ~ period that the Yin-yang 

fft Pi theory arose in China, this custom of dividing numbers into .two 

classes-:- the yin and the yang-and preferring some numbers and rejecting 

,others, dates from this period. However, seeing that the countries in Western 

.Asia and Europe had discriminated numbers since the most ancient times, 

it would seem that the Chinese had also inherited the same custom since 

the most ancient times. · It is not since the appearance of the Yin-yang theory 

in China that discrimination of numbers arose. The Yin-yang theorist only 

·applied his principle to the practice which had existed since the most ancient 

times. 

As to· the superstition concerning numbers among the savages on the northern 

frontiers, there is no obtaining information, owing to the lack of literature. How

.ever, a document reveals the numerical ideas of the To-po-wei ;jfi E.k fl, a Mongoli

·an tribe who in the Northern and Southern Dynasties arose in the n'eighbou±hood of 

the Great Wall and encroached upon the basin of the Yellow river. Wei-/11-chuan fJ&, Ellf 
·~ in the Nan-ch'i-shu µ[ey )Nf :if (Chap. 57) has the following passage. "In the roth 

·year (of Ta'i-ho ;!( ;'fl=I 486 A.D.), the Emperor of the Nan-c'hi despatched two men 

Hsiao Ch'en j~ ~· and Fan Yiin 7ri * to the Northern Court (Wei). There Hung* 

,(the Emperor Hsiao~wen-ti · ~ )t 'f1f) went to the western suburb previously chosen 

as the site for the T'ien-t'an X ~:l (the Temple of Heaven). Hung and his. would-be 

,courtiers were accompanied by more· than twenty horsemen; Being clad in armour, 

:-he made one circuit of th~ temple and his courtiers seven circuits. This was called 

the ceremony of T'a-t'an ]k-,±:l · (Treading the Temple). The following day 

they were again clad in armour, and ascending the altar prayed to Heaven . 

. Hung made three circuits and the courtiers seven circuits. This was called 

the ceremony of Jao-t'ien ~ ;R,_ (Circling Heaven). Ropes were knit and tied to 

:branches· and sticks over which blue silk-cloths were hung in a semi-circular :flat

:roof shape. This held a hundred seats, and was call½d san-i ffif< - ; and sometimes 
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a hundred-seat tent."(1l 

The numbers mentioned in connection with religious services are as a rule 

auspicious numbers. The fact that Hung * the Emperor of the Wei ~ made 

one circuit first, and then three circuits ; and the courtiers made seven circuits on 

both occasions would suggest that the To-po 1.ft Hdl people preferred odd numbers. 

The number of the horsemen who accompanied Hung for the service of praying 

to Heaven is not mentioned definitely, but roughly as more than twenty ; how~ver, 

seeing that an auspicious number was always chosen on such occasions, the number 

of horses employed then may be imagined to have been, more accurately speaking,· 

twenty-o~e (seven times three),though given roughly in the quotation. Moreover, 

the size of the tent erected near the Temple of Heaven is said to h_ave been large enough 

to hold a hundred seats. . Ten times ten, an even number, would 11ot. have 

been an auspicious one, so it was· probably called one hundred and treated as an 

odd number._ If this S an~i ~ - referring to' the' tent should be a Chinese word like 

the numbers mentioned in connection withthe ceremonies of T'a-fan ffl tl! and Jao

t'ien ~ x, it would mean nothing since i .,--o_ is a numeral and san it a covering, a sort 

of hat, accordingto t_he dictionaries. This must be a transliteration of a To-po 1:fifili 

wor~ artd the alternate Paic.tzu-chang s -r ~~ a free translation of it. A hundred 

in Mongolian _is zarun, but this. 'r. ~as so weak a sound that· the word really sound_s 

zaun. The Burjat for one hundred is pronounced zun or zun, evidently a corruption 

of this zaj-tm. , Then San •}n San-i if.i- mi1St be a transliteration of zatm which 

means one hundred. Again, a tent in Mongolian is ger or· gir. I should think - in. 

•~-its transliteration.· Kuan-:shih-chih 'g .E(: 7Is in the Wei-shtt ~ I= says "I-tou-

chiian -~ S-1~ ·:w was later given a family name of Ming 1:!J§.''<2l It is evident that 

I-tou-chiiart 1'[: s.1- ~- was a To-po 1:fi :]£ word and !:IA 5: a Chin~se translation. In. 

the Manchurian language, clear,. or plain is getuken, and in the Daxur language the 

( r) (:t:;J:n) -t-ff, J::ffiiRJ i<E~-!J[iW~}'i1~::fl::~,*(~:tW)@5i:li, ~Prutrt-mx:tl/itii1,*W-$0jP 
11t=-i-~i~. :BtBR~:f:1--IT[, 0ijPt fiIT, !tll ;tffl:r.-1, wr B 1izx:Ba.~jjlffiE x, :JRX~=@, IJ;;~Pt ~ ... 
~~~x, J,J*-illi~:fl xi%imi:*1lz;tjfi, qiJ,J 1¾;.*i, %itU2Jim!, r~ la A~. ~f)J ;z ~~-, -~la -=f Wf fil. 

(2) -i:: 3.f-* ~ gk~ §1:J ~ (®!r ~. '§' J:l;: ~); 
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same word is getukun. The T'ang pronunciation for .1{: was yit ; but as it was pro,

nounced get or git during the Wei pedod, probably ge, the first syllable of getttken,. 

was translated by JJf and tt1ken the latter part by .s:1- ~. According to dictionaries, 

as one of the pronunciations for JJf is given : " The combination of the initial 

sound of gen ttf and the final sound of kei ~1.t; the pronunciation is gei /-&-•."(1l So 

it is evident that the character ~ was pronounced gei as weU as get; If we further 

investigate the pronunciationof 1ft; namely~, it may prove to be the transliteration 

of ger or gei, meaning a tent in Mongolian. Should such a view be accepted, the 

two characters *ti" ~ were during the Wei period pronounced san git or san get, the 

transliteration of zHan ger or zattn gir meaning a hundred-seat tent. Thus the -~ in 

the phrase ~ ~ is ·decided· upori as· a non-numerical word. However, this does 

·not affect the fad that the people of To-po-wei 1-fifil.k ~ favoured the odd numbers..:,_ 

one, three, and seven. In Wei-lu-chuati .·~ f/JJ m, there is another passag·e which 

tends to tonfirm the above-mentioned supposition, In connection with the des.:. 

cription of the Tz'u.,.t'ien-:-t'an ITffiJ :X ff (the altar for. prayii:ig to Heaven), it says : 

"To the south-west of the tastle and seven Ji from Pai-teng,:.shan s :It rlJ, an an

cestral shrine was erected at the foot of a mountain. To the west of the castle there 

was an altar for praying to Heaven, on the top of which were erected fc?rty nine 

wooden men, about ten feet high, .in white caps, clad in refined silk skirts trailing 

long trains."<2l Forty-nine being seven times seven, the fact that the forty:..nine 

wooden men were erected on · the altar was probably because the people valued 

seven as a sacred number. The courtiers' seven circuits of the altar on the occasion 

of the T'a-t'ien ffl x andjao-t'ien ~ x ceremonies prove that the people of To

po-wei 1-11 It.k ~, of all the odd numbers, valued seven the most. 

The numeral conception of the Turk ~ JViJc people, who built up a powerful 

state in Mongolia towards the end of the Northern and So:1-thern Dynasty period, 

( I ) j1a1Hn =riH}. 

( 2) :wi@ W-i * s ~ J11 t~. 'JJ~ 11i'~. 5.J!J:ft :,t iitll!Wi, ird@:trffilU 51(1J:, :t1. 1Z11-I-JL * A, :E: j:_fr, s ijf 
~ ffl :&: Jq'H&l :ft ff J:;:. 
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may be judged from the monument inscription of Kul Tegin ~~ ~Y f)J, which 

reads "My father, the prince J:i]. tf set off with twenty seven men.· As the rumour of 

the advance of the prince nJ ff spread, those in the town· went up into the moun

tains, and those in the mountains came down, to. make . up a company of seventy 

men. With the assistance of Heaven, my father's men were like wolves and the 

enemy like sheep, . he moved his army batk and forth. As he collected and en

couraged the people, the total nurnber of his force now became seven hundred. n 

Here are mentioned twenty-seven, seventy, and seven hundred,,--all of which contain 

the number seyen. Therefore, THO:MSEN, the. great ·scholar of the Ti.irks· took 

seven to be the sacred number of the Turk . people and asserted that these three 

were all' false numbers, not real ones.. (Inscriptions de l'Orkhon, p. for. Note r9.) 

. Moreover, a passage. under T'u~ch'iieh 9g Bffk ·· in. I;)lii~chuan ·. ~ ±,,i~ ii, the ChoN~shtt 

}!J • (Book 5 o) reads : " When a person dies? the body .is. kept i11 the tent. His 

children and grand-children and other relatives of 'both sexes slaughter sheep and 

horses, which they exhibit and hold up iii front of the tent. They ride their horses 

round the tent, making seven circuits. They worship once in front of the tent. 

They strike their faces wjth a knife and weep loudly. Blood and tears drip together. 

This act is not complete until repeated seven times.''(11 This· shows that. the Turks 
' ' 

revered seven $.S the sacred number. That the Tiitks also 'revered nine besides 
' ' 

seven is proved by another passage of the same book which reads : " When. a new 

ruler ascends the throne, his co~rtiers and . high officials raise him on a rug; turn 

round nine times in the course of the sun. At each turn all the subjects make obei

sance to him. After doing obeisance completely, they help the ruler upon a horse, 

throttle his neck with• a cloth so tightly that he almost expires,·. and then untying 

the cloth, they quickly ask how many years he shall reign. as a prince Ji[ lf i The 

ruler's mind is now so confused that he is unable to give an exact number. From 

c r ) . 7E ::/ff~ eJE. n~ $R, =r 1ffi JJz ri~ ~ 11 '-l 1;:: ~ 1~ ~ f.~.11J11 m $l rw ~ L, ~~ ~)R ~ 1.0 t m, - ~11 $.Fi ~tr, i1 

7J t'f ffi Ji*· m t, 1J!_ Nf, ~J:l Jrl:: ~ t /ft l'J ll::. 
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what he utters, however, his subjects judge the length of his reign."(1l T~e great 

value the Ti..i.rks put on the number :rJne may be proved by an instance from another 

source when lBN F ADHLAN concerning the Khazars, a Turk tribe, says that the prince 

has nine judges. KuNGEZA, the Hungarian scholar of the Turks~ commenting upon 

the passage asserts that among the Turk people the odd numbers three, five, se.ven, 

and nine are the auspicious numbers.(2) Should this view be accepted, the Khazars 

also revered odd numbers, and the number nine more thari any other. 

The Kitans ~ -flt A who were the descendants of the 'Tung-hu Jtl tiR, the hybrid 

tribe between the Mongols and the 'Tungus and who, arising in the basin of the 

Siramuren Eff JU * 1ifu river in Eastern Mongolia, occupied part of Northern 

China, likewise revered seven as a sacred number. Evidence in favour of this may 

be found in the following passages in Li-chih ntf ;n--: fo · Liao-shih ~ ~ (Book 5 3). 

"Miscellaneous Ceremonies in Different Seasons. In the month of January, it is 

a national custom to pound a mixture of cooked glutinous rice and the marrow of 

white sheep into fist-like rice-balls. Forty-nine balls are bestowed upon each _tent. 

Ori. the night of mott ,tx;, each one throws out the balls from tl:ie inside of the inner 

windows. The number here observed in repeating the actions is odd. 'They 

play music, drink, and eat. The number of times observed in repeating the actions 

is odd. They make twelve· shamans ring bells, hold arrows, and run round the tent 

shouting , they explode salt in the fire, burn the ground and beat rats. This is 

called a ceremony of Ching-kttei 7lt Jib (frightening the devils). They come outside 

after staying seven days inside. This is a national custom named Na-nieh-i-erh 

ffi :}.~ PW- m. ~ is the first, and ffl ll!3r P}m morning."<3l 

"May 5th. At noon some sage-brush leaves are picked, with which som~ floss 

( 1) ~:EM :ir., 31r,f#f II lif ~ W z J-J.l.f, I~ El *l:fL le:J, m:- !BJ Eil r TI'tf, f:-11 ft l!Jtf~"fl'"~,m, .l-J- l'B 
~~'.lc:a-, 1~U1t~~ *e, Mr~r~, WJ~ i'hiz f=l, OOtl§i'Ft~1rFl'iTm ~~~m~i-twW ~L ~nl§iW;°E~ 1Jl, gr 
~lf~;J;tEJr1t, Jilll~t;:Jj_z:\1&-

( 2) A Magyar Honfoglalas Ku/foi, p. 215. Note. 2. 

( 3) t!J'. ~H~ il, I£ R li ff} tJ: ~U& ;f.n s ~ tm, 1.t i#', :1L z * ~. m: ~lUWi JLQ -r J-rA1z:, Ix:~% 1M'g fg'. 

17'], 1t!HtM:1h ID:1~, WJ~Hk~,W:~-, 'fiZIK-r~=A~~n!fAITiJ, ij\Ul~~, $10J~IHf*, ~:rt!!ta 
UJ., ilil z fit*' m-c s l!J li1, m:i 1tI i~ z ~ 1~ l1jjr P~, ~ I£ m, t~ l1jjr ~Jim. 
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silk is mixed. This is wrapped in seven garments and presented to the Emperor. 

The subjects of the northern quarters and also· of the southern are ·each granted 

three of the garments. But Emperor and subjects feast and· make merry. The 

chief cook of P'o-hai r#.J fro: presents him with sage:..brush cakes. They bind their 

arms with cords· made of five-colour thread. This is called . Ho-kuan-chieh ,@- W#i. *"i11 

(the knot of coupling joyous hearts).''<1) 

"August 8th. · It is a national custom to slaughter a white dOg in front of the 

Emperor's bed, to bury the corpse seven steps away from it,leavingits muzzle exposed 

above.ground. Seven days later, namely, on the mid-autumn day, they move the bed 

upon it. This custom is called Nieh:..chich-nai ffi. t.JJJ imt. .ffi. f.}JJ is dog and irut head/'t2l 

" The Ceremony of Regeneration. The Emperor enters the room. and takes 

off his· clothes: Bare:-footed·, he goes f6Uowed· by his pages, and. passes under. a 

many:..branched tree. Each time he · passes. it, a· midwife cleanses and wipes the 

Emperor's person. The pages p:iss the many-branched tree seven times."l3l 

The· following passage is found, under Silver tablets· ~R H:!Pr in· I:-wez':-chih {if{ 1fu ~ 

(Ibid.,· Book 5 8). where the rate of the post-horse is regulated; '' The. clista~ce to 

be covered in the dayis seven hundred Ii .£ for a first-class horse and five hundred 

Ji _m for a second-class horse." · 0¼ ¾f .~ili ~t s .£ :X _li s .£.) Another passage 

may be quoted from the Liao~shih-shih-i -:it Et:, 1ft :it (Book 24) : "The Yen-pei-lu 

~ ~t ~ says that whenever the savage ruler and people ofKitan ~ ft hear a peal 

of thunder, they all click with their tongues as an incantation, and that whenever 

the savage ruler and people of Kitan see a tornado. rising, they shut their eyes, 

take hold of their whips, and whack them in . the air forty-seven times, shouting 

as an incantation 'K'un-pu-k~o :hi~ ::.f % ' seven times, whkh means in Chinese Hun-

( I) :Ii fl :m :Ii El, 1f fl~ft1~ :B§ ~. tn ir-ltl; ~a'.{-!:;~; J-1 ~ x =f, ::/~ rn ~ ·fl 1H~ =- Jj'f., 11' ~ * ~t j@J yij 
llilf 'J.:.,Tu ~fil$., tl :li~tt. ~ *• ~!!'!Iir, t~ z% f/JX ff.f. 

( 2) !\ JI !\ 13, ~ 1{i- rE- 18 :k )}-UJ Mu, -t tJ5-~ z, im ;Jet~. Ht -t 13, * :flc ;JJ, *ii ~U0 f¼ J:., ~ 1{i-t~ z 
:rM t<l!1i ilat, :tM zi * m, rnH it m 

(j) .N~ ~. ~1tf A. $ff na, rrlJ-J,'i!=f fft; :=.i®1l!:t*z:-f, ~ ~.m m~m. m_p:\;;1r~~.'i!-=r~1l!:t* 
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Jeng~ .ii, (the wind of the soul)."(1) In view of these quotations, we may say that 

the people ofKitan ~ fr valued odd numbers such as seven, five, or three, but valued 

seven more than any other. 

The Mongolians of the Sung and Yuan periods valued the number nine. An 

instance is found in the Ch'eng-chi-ssu-han-shih-!tt nJZ ~1 ,f, ff if~! (Book 12), 

where Ghinggis Khan conquered Hsi-hsia ~i ~ and inspected the tributes Bur

khan ~Jc,·~' the ruler of the country, offered him, he records "There I received 

Pu-erh-han in audience as he came with gold Buddhas, gold and silver vessels and 

plates numbered nine-nine, boys and girls nine-nine, stallions and camels nine

nine , as he thus proceeded indicating nine-nine of these various tributes, I received 

him in audience with the gate darkened." Commenting on this passage, Dr. NAKA 

says " Nine-nine does not mean eighty-one, but nine each. That the Mongols 

valued the number nine is not only found in the book of ABULGHAZI; but 

also the Yiian-shih :;t ~ records that when Tiao-li-shih ftj~ £ ~' the widow 

of Ya-Iii Liu-ko If~ ;p~ f{l *; Prince of Liao ~' was presented to T'ai-tsu )'.( @l, 

she was granted men, horses, gold vessels, nine each ; and also the account of Chin 

Chiu-Ii :& ]],,t (~ .in· the. Kao-li-shih ~ Tui ~ mentions the. gift of nine maids and 

nine steeds each to Chao Ch'ung ;E1!! l'~:t and Chin Chiu-Ii 4it: ff;t n.l, the two generals 

of Kao-Ii ?2j .1£ from Ha-chen tJ.@;- _wt, the Mongolian marshal!." From these in

stances, it is evident that the, Mongols of Chinggis Khan'stime valued the number 

nine and observed that number, for'instance; in making a gift of objects. Accord

ing to Marco Polo, the Mongols are observed to make. a gift of nine times nine} 

-namely, eighty-one objects, but the above quotations from the Ch'eng-chi-ssu

han-shih-lu r&: 1-f }~, ff If i':k does not seem to support it. Moreover, nine was not 

the sole number valued. A passage dated the year of the enthronement of Chung

hsiian-wa~1g }i!=!, .'.it .=E (r308 A.D.) ·in the Kao-li-shih ~ J.ii ~ (Book 33) reads: "On 

the day jen-ch'en ± Ji'{, the King offered eighty-one white horses to the Emperor as a 

(1) ~~~1::l.ffe;c;;, ~=1=2fz~:?l-filf~iil=fltl~lii~,~ifH~~~.J,~:f.&lmJFIJi,zx.=1=lz~fl3- filf.iR~tmJt 
1tr J.IDJ. tJJ.t, 1I!! -s- u1s- m ffll! -=r-, &: i:p rr Jm -r----t:: T-, r:t j~ ±1~ ;;r- JT. -[:; ~ ~ t* ~ tM. m, t~ li\U JFIJi. 
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betrothal present and finally married the daughter of Kan-ma-la iJ fili7Jc !lfU, the Prince 

of Chin _'g. On the day kuei-sstt * B, he again offered eighty-one white horses to 

· the Efnpress Dowager, who entertained the King with seven hundred sheep and five 

· hundred jars of wine. The Emperor with the Empress Dowager appeared on the 

balcony. All the kings; princes, princesses, officials attertded the feast. On the day 

chia-wu Ep .tp, he· offered eighty-one white hor;es to· the I(ing of Chin_;,(1) Therefore, 

the Mongols did have a custom, a~ Marco Polo re:tnatks, to make a gift of nine times 

nme or eighty~one objects. It is seen in the above quotations that in Mongolia; 

sev~h. and frv-; as -well· as nine were de~med auspicious nianbe~s. We carinot def-

1nitely say now what numerals were ttsed iri ancient tim~s _by the Tungus people 

in Manchuria to·. the east of Mong9lia and. the Koreans on the' Korean peninsuia. . 

No sooner had they establi~hed states thati, under the influence of Chinese culture, 

they fouridtheniselvesaclopting the Chinese a~ts an,d- customs, and their numerical 

ideasturned quite Chinese, valuing theyang ~~ (odd)numbers and despising the yin f~ 

(even) numbers. However; in view of the fact that the numerals in modern Man~ 
. . 

churian and Korean exceedingly . resemqle the. Ural,-Altaic languages both in com'.' 

position and vocabulary; it may be asserted that their numerical· view was not 

urtlike any other Ura1-Altaic people. -

The . a hove is ah outline of. the 1Tu.medcal concept.ion of· the•· various nations 

or tribes in Europe and Asia, whichmay be summarized as follows :. the odd num~ 

bers were valued and· the even numbers. despised, and among the odd numbers 

seven and nine were valued as sacred. numbers above any other. In the face of 

this fact, it is interesting to note that; as fully discussed previously, in Japanese, 

seven ( called nana or a number unmatchable) and nine ( called kokono or a number 

unbendable) were considered as the fragmentary numbers that could not be counted. 

When Japan opened ·\:ommu:nication '\vith China; the m.i11:1erical conception of the 

~ 1) =1:: FR, 3.: us lfj i\ +-v_q, i~ =r WM'lt~, ~ 1bJ2.t!f ~E ·Jt~mc wiJ z iJ::, ~.Ei, x J~ s .!'½ J\ -r--v_g tM~ * lt; :f.( mu~~ -c; s lrn ltL:o:: s ;,~ ~ 3.:, w !b-t 1.s: ffi ~.ff, riilf ::E 0 3:: s 1t 1# *' Ef~ lp, J,~ 13 !.-1'; A+- T~ . . . 
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Japanese had so advanced that they could count up to a thousand or ten 

thousand, and their preference and rejection, their appreciation and depreciation, 

as to the numerals, had also developed. Once in contact with the Chinese, 

their wonder at the excellence of the Chinese customs. and institutions and 

their admiration for them led to a thorough-going imitation of everything 

Chinese. This tendency even affected the Japanese numerical conception · until 

the odd numbers came to be valued and the even numbers to be slighted. 

It is hard to tell exactly from what period this Chinization dates, but the 

most distinct trace remarkable in. Japanese history is that of the nurnbers meff

tioned in the tomb regulations enacted in the 2nd year of Taika --}c {~ (646 A.D.) 

under the reign of the Emperor Kotoku * 1~. The passage in question is here 

quoted from the Nihon-shoki El *:;: *E· "The inner dimensions of tombs of 

persons of the rank of Princes and upwards shall be nine feet in length b-y 

five in width ... ; .. At the time of interment white cloth shall be used for the 

hangings ( of the bier); etc. A• hea:i:se may be used; The inner dimensions of 

tombs of Superior Ministers shall be similar in length, breadth and height to 

the above. Their outer limits shall be seven fathoms square, and they shall 

be three fathoms in heighL The work shall.· be completed by· 5 oo labourers 

in five days: At the time of interment white cloth shall be used for the 

hangings of the bier, which shall be borne on men's shoulders. The inner 

dimensions . of a tomb of a Minister of a lower class shall be in every respect 

similar in· length, breadth, and height to the above. Their outer limits shall 

be five fathoms square, and they shall be· two and a half fathoms in height. 

The work shall be completed by 2 5 o labourers in three days. At the · time 

of interment white cloth shall · be used for hangings. In other matters the same 

rule as before is to be followed. The inner dimensions of the tombs of per

sons of the rank of Dainin ::fd= and Shonin ;j-. f= shall be nine feet in length 

and four feet in height and breadth. The ground shall be made level and 

no mound raised. The work shall be completed by 100 labourers in one 
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day."(1l According to the tomb regulations, in the case of Dainin *1= and Shonin 

;J, 1= only, the height and the width of the tombs are depnitely given with an even 

number-four feet , but in the case of all other tombs, the dimensions, the labourers 

employed, and the days spent are all .limited to odd numbers. All this tends, to 

show the spirit in which odd numbers were revered and even numbers were des

pised. Since the court itself of its own accord set an example, the custom must 

have spread even among the lower classes of people until such · odd numbers as 

seven and nine came to be applied to' the religious rites which had till then preserved 

genuine priniitive usages. The modern custom o:f regarding seven, five, -and three 

as auspicious numbers,· that of having bride and· bridegroom. drink from the same 

cup three times three or nine tirnes · at a wedding ceremony, and that of calling the 

gods of good fortune Seven Lucky Gods --b jjtj ffi$ by increasing the number to seven 

as to reach the auspicious number, are all based on the Chinese view of numbers. 

I:ti. order to enquire intO the manners and customs of ancient Japan, the Kqjiki 

tr ~ tc: and the Nihon::.shoki _ 13 * I= mE are the only works that thrnw Hght upon 

the subject. Seeiiig that the date of the compilation of the Ko.Jiki is the 4th year 

of Wado 5f-i:Jifril (7i1 A. DJunder the reign of the Emperor Gemmy6 ;f: 1:!f:l and that 

of the completion of the. co.mpilation of the Nihon-shoki the 4th yeat of Yor6 ~ ~ 

(720 A. D.) under the reign of the Empress Gensh6 ft JL this marks an age 

enthusiastically bent upon introducing Chinese culture into Japan. Consequently, 

these works, in discussing the affairs of the most ancient titnes, not infrequently 

introduce Chinese manners and customs for the sake of colouring the writings. In 

studying the Japanese numerals in the light of these books, therefore, we should 

consider this aspect and take the utmost precaution. 

The Kojiki and the Nihon-shoki both contain a special section in the opening 

pages, entitled Jindaishi j"fi~~ f-t ~ (the history of the age of deities) marking a striking 

(1) 'k.:EtLl::!Plf, ~le!;P'.l:RiLR, rMJ'iR ... ;t;t~n~ffll!Hl~-p~ S;fti, ~ijl}J[, J:G.IZ~, ;J;t/7'1:&: 
~~~w~~~~*~~t~~~~~~s~~B~~~ff~~•~ms~MWff~~ 
§Z"lik, ;J;t 17'1:&:iM"JJz lj{,!?;ft M:J:, A9}~jj:5.~, ~ =~ ~. t§t= sE.-r A,::::. s ~ft, A#l1'~j:f/Jtt~!fi 
~ms ;ftj, z!FfftMJ:, *-f::::1J,tz~;f, ;J;t 91-J~~;;h.,R., ~ffl.~it lmR, 1'11", ~ZJi.~-s A-13 ~-
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difference from the history of the age of human beings. This section gives no 

mean assistance to an inquirer into the numerical conception of the ancient Japanese. 

The affairs of the age of human beings, because caused by the free will of individuals, 

are naturally objective and individualistic in nature. So the numerals contained 
t 

in that section signify no definite demarcation between the auspicious and the 

inauspicious, or the respected and the despised. The stories in these mythologies 

manifest the common beliefs of the ancient people and consequently contain no 

inauspicious numbers, or when such numbers appear, full explanadons are given. 

This being the case, the ancient view as to the auspicious and the inauspicious numbers 

or the respected and the despised numbers may be determined by referring to 

the mythologies. Moreover, the ancient Japanese were polytheists who, attributing 

souls to· all creation from heaven and earth, sun and moon, mountains, rivers, seas, 

down to all birds~ beasts, plants, and insects, worshipped every one of them. They 

were legion~ therefore, but for convenience sake they were called. YapqyorodN-no-
., 

kami /\ W J-tffi$ (eight million deities). According to theK!?/iki, Amenominakanusi

no-kami "J( ;t, fifp i:p 3:: ffi~[1, the. supreme creating god,. the other creating deities 

down to the two deities Izanagi-no-kami {~· J[5 ;JJ~ 1!!:!l jji$ and Izanami-no-kaini {j· JB 

;1]=~ ~ jji$, and the deities who wer~ their offsprings~ amount to a vast number

one hundred and ninety-one deities, all told. Those who were active and whose 

deeds are recorded in the mythologies number less than ten, all the other deities 

simply have their names mentioned. These deities, though representing as many 

generations in their hereditary relations as parent and offspring, are related as brother 

and sister contemporaneously, but are divided into several groups according to 

their various occupations. The number of their generations and the number 

of the deities constituting the groups must embody felicity and fortune, because 

they pertain to deities, not human beings. For this reason, the mythologies fur

nish excellent materials for studying the numerical conception of the ancient J apa-

nese. 

As we peruse the Kqjiki, we find that in the very beginning Amenominakanusi-
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no-kami x z JiJ i:p ± jjirp is mentioned as head of the creating deities. In view of 

the fact this god was a. single god, not matched with a goddess, it is evident that 

the number one was by no means tabooed by the ancient Japanese. Then comes 

a list of the sixteen creating deities ; each two deities being taken to make a couple ; 

for instance, Takamimusubi-no-kami r~b ~p,@ Jti 8 jjiPfl paired with Kamimusubi

no-kami ffi* gg Jtt 13 jji~fl, and faanagi-no-kami fJl- tB JB llf!z nlr.li paired with Izanami'.'" 

no~kami 1,- ;ff~ §TJB ~ jjirf.1. ':fhen Minato-no-kami 71( J5 nlf¥ begot two male and 

female deities Payaakitupiko:-no-kami :1fil%1c~:t 8 r 1Jiff1 and. Payaakitupime-no

kami -Jfil ;¥Jc i~Ut f;i jfirf1, who in turn begot eight deities, each two of whom also 

make a pai~, for instance, Awanagi-11,0-kami if WB ~ jfirp paired with Awanami

no-kamiy¥;JJB ~ J[irr1, Turanagi-110'-kamiifi:& JHS -~ jji~1 with Tur~:nami-no~kami ~] j}~ ~ 

ffi*, Ameno~ikumari-110-kami <X z 71( 5,i'- jj[fp with Kuninomikumari-no:-kami @1 z 
71( 51' nlr.p, and Amenokupizamoti:,no,..kami ;R z Alt* 'BJ,: ~i\1 jjirp with Kunino

kupizamoti-no~kami · II z. Alt %f-!E:At1fniq1. Such instances occur o~ly too fre

quently to nee'.d· citation. here. Of them all, -however; _the instance where Ama,,. 

terasuopomikami ;R_ fln 7( 1Af[J ffir¥ and Takepayasusa:riowo..:no'"niikoto -·~ -Jfil i.'A 1ic z :!91 

,rf13 . through exchanging _her gems with ·his• sword;. begot eight deity-children,, and 

another where Opoanam~ti-no..:ka1ni * :7k.: -$ ~ jji$ and Sukunapikona.:110-kami y 

~ .qj ffi* through their mutual co-operatidn conducted state affairs, serve to endorse 

the presence of this co11ceptio~ in more serious affa,irs. The current practice .of 

clapping out hands two times i11 worshipping at a Shinto shrine also evinces the 

fusion of this conception with even a trifling ceremony. In short, a dualistic inter

pretation of the origin of things was the ideal of the andent Japanese. It goes 

without saying, therefore, that the number. two was an auspicious one . 
.,. 

In China two is despised because it is an even number, and three respected be-

·cause it is an odd number. Since two was respected in Japan, one might expect 

the odd number three to have been despised. On the contrary, however, three 

was preferred in ·Japan as a number, just as auspicious as two. An evidence is 

that when Izanagi-no~kami, after having many children, begot Amaterasuopomikarni 
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x Im 7( q&p ffi1r1, Tukiyomi-no-mikoto J.J !Jf ifp and Takepayasusanowo-no-mikoto 

~ M JJ! 1/2: ;t_ ~3 fn'}- overjoyed declared that he had been given three invaluable 

children. Again, when Amaterasu.opomikami, on a vow with Susanowo-no

mikoto ~Ji 11:r. L. ~ -ifrJ tried to beget children, Amaterasuopomikami gave birth to 

the three goddesses whom the chiefs of Munagata jg:)]"-; came to worship. More

over, the mythologies divide the universe into three worlds-Takamagapara r?.lJ :R.. lJ}i, 

Y ominokuni ~ J-! ii? and Utusikuni ~ ~l, to which were ascribed the gem, the 

sword, and the mirror as the Three Sacred Treasures symbolic of the Japanese 

Throne. AU these instances show that the number three was an auspicious number 

to the ancient Japanese. It is obvious that four was also an auspicious number 

because it is two times two. The Kojiki in describing the origin of Opoyasima 

7( J\. ¥1-1'1 says : '' Next they gave birth to the Island of Puta-na in Iyo. This island 

has one body and four faces, and each face has a name "(1J and,)lS the souls of these 

provinces, are mentioned two go4s and two goddesses. Then it says "Next they 

gave birth to the island of Tukusi. This .island likewise has one body .and four faces, 

and each face has a name "(2l for which are mentioned four gods as the souls of these 

provinces. At the very end. of the section of the same book, as the four children of 

Amatupidaka-piko-nagisatake.:.ugayapukiapezu-no-mikoto X ~ El r~h El + iJJr. [ff{~ m., 
l-1/: 111 lf 7G ~ fiJ' are mentioned Ituse-no-mikoto }i. i'] frrJ, Inapi-no-mikoto ;f.fn 5K fr/J, 

Mikenu-no-mikoto 1fli[J-=§ YB {r'}- and Wakamikenu-no-mikoto ~ qfl:[J -=§i'B 'ITTl· All 

these instances evince the auspicious significance of the number four. The reason 
---·-- ·--··-----------w-h_y_t_h_e-od~. d numbers one ana. tniee-;and ··t~h-e-ev_e_n_n_u_m~b_e_r--s _t_w_o-an-d~fo_u_r_· -ar~:e-. r-. e-- ----·-··--•--------·-···--·-·---- - -·--

garded as auspicious numbers is probably that these are all among the basic numbers. 

Five, being also a basic numper, is not rejected, either, in Japanese custom. ~here 

are groups of deities of this number such as Itutomo-no-kami Ji itB )]ir~, Isotake-

no-kami .n. + 1:li: ffi~1, Ipotumisumaru .n. s f1fl J[J ®i5 and Tiipotuaki =f Ji s Jjc. 

Izanagi-no-kami and Izanami-no-ka1:11i, who after beget!ing Opoyasima * PdNI, 

(I) .4:,ffr'fl=4'5.rf~,rl:U.%::li:%-rn:f'¥fffi!m. 
(2) :k&::~~.liib,JltJ!V~?}):;:9J'-rn:f,w"WJm. 
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begot the five souls,-'-:-namely those of the sea, river, mountain, -tree, and grass ; 

when Izanagi-no-kami cut the body of Kagututi $IT~-~ t 1:r, the fire-god, into five 

horizontal sections, . there arose five mountain-gods , also when Susanowo-no

mikoto. gnashed Amaterasuopomikami's gem to pieces and exhaled a haze, five 

deities were born; All these prove the number five to have been an auspicious 

one. 

Six, being twice three, must be an auspicious number, yet this number is not 

frequently employed in the mythologies. According to . the Nihon'-shoki, the · ox 

and the horse were produced on the crown of the head of Ukemoti-no-kami 1i!:lt 

%$, millet on the ~op of her forehead, the silk-worm over her eye-brows, panic 

within her eyes, rice in her belly; wheat, large beans and small beans in her genitals ; 

which 1s an instance of six being considered a sacred number. Another instance 

where this number was not rejected may be found in the fact that Opokuninusi-no

kami ::-}( lj :i: jji* was a sixth generation descendant of Susanowo-no-kami *Ji. 1ic. z :W 

,ii$; moreover, his name was sty-led in six different ways.- Seven does not appear in 

the m:ain texts of the mythologies. Only the Kojiki after enumerating gods, says 

'' The above including Kuninotokotati:-no-kami m ~ :tz: ,ii$ down to Izananii-no:

kami f-fr ;g:~ J~ ~ jji$ are called the seven generations of deities." (1> This is the· only 

instance in the mythologies·_ where the number seven is found; But it is only the 

compiler's personal opinion to limit the age of gods to seven ·generations, and the 

statement does not convey the true tradition of the ancient times. A full discussion 

of this matter is deferred till later. Neither seven nor nine appears in the original 

texts of the mythologi~s, but eight (ya )\) is found quite frequently. For instances, 

Opoyasima~lrnni 7(/\fJH II, yapiro-no'-tono A~ z~, sikome- yatari ~:R" )\_ A, 

yatuka..:no~pige )\ -tl¥: ~ ~' yakusa-no-ikaduti -)\ -f5 ffl 0, yasakani A~ ~, yata-no:.. 

kagami )\ P8 ~' yamata-no-oroti )\ µ1z * tt, yasipoori-no-sake )\ @l mi, yama )\_ F1c1~, 

yawo )\ E:, yat~ni )\ %, yapara )\ ~, -yoka )\ El ,_ yayo · )\ ~' yatose )\ 1:p, yathnata 
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)\ ~ z ff!ll,.yatµme:-110-Jrnbura /\ § ·PJ!t ~tJ, :57ape-:no-k1,i.ma )\ ][ ;:t ~' yaso-:ta111agusi 

/\-+ 35: i€, yaso-no.-kapara /\ + M mr, y'asom,:1gatupi-no-:kami /\ + tEiljfirp 13, yaso

.yorodunokami /\ + ;!; ffilfl, yasokotane-A -r. * ~,- yasomQrQkami )\ + ~ jfirp; yaso

kumade /\ + ~J:, yasotudµki)\ +illf ~' yapope )\ Ef ][, and others are found. As 

to the frequent occurrence of eight in the .mythologies, a qu~stion was raisec:l py_the 

Japanese scholars of the_Tokugawa period .. MoTOORI Norinaga * m it:&, in an

swering this ques_tion, says that this @mber eight simply rn,eans m~ny, an~ should 

not necessarily be taken as the nqrneral eight. If he me~ns that-the origi.n~lmean

ing of ya (eight) is many, J have 119 objection at all. Jf then, two, three, fo11r, ot 
five each means many, why should he confine .it to eight alone? If it · means 

many quantitatively, nine· or. ten being more than eight should be used ·more 

often. I _am of the opinion. that eight :wafthe number. our ancestors valved an~ 

that it corresponded to the occidental holy numbers seven and_ nine: _ Eight being 

such an auspicious num~e,r _among the gods nientioned: iD; the mythologies, ~here 

ar~ many groups made up ofeight deities. The first group tp be :cited is thatof the 

gqds of Yasima /\~+[(eight islands), fromAwa,di-no-po-:0.0-sawake y~ ffi z.t:l z a'3{5j1J 

(Awaji Island) down tp Amatu-mis<:m1,-toyoal*u-:-ne.,.w~k<:! x.iiP Mft ~-It( ;f0c i-~t t:IUIJ 

(Opoyamato-toyoakitµsima ·* ~JJ: ;fk ~ [iJs). The second is of the eiglit deities born 

between Payaakitupiko-:no:-ka,mi: ™1 ;f;l( il: 13 -=f jfirj1 and Pa yaakitupime-no-kami :liB· ;¥:Jc ~t 

J:[:: Jf jfir\1 from Awanagi-no-kamiy* ;i}~ ~- ffi$ down to Kun:inokupizamoti-no-kami ~ 

z A J:f::tr-BJ: ~ jfi$. The next.is of the_ eight born betw\:en Opoyamattrmi-:no-kami 

* Ill w: ~ J\W and Kayanupi1ne-no-kami Im~ IBf J:f:: ~- ffi~r, from,Ame119satuti-no-kami 

7C ;;t 33~ ± jji~fi down to Opotom.adopime-no-kami -}( J5 -~ fe ffi$. · Then the e_ight 

brought forth when Kagututi-rio-ka,mi j?J[Jt ± ffir~ .(fire-god) was kil_led,.from Ma

sakayamatumi-nc:,-kami.lEl& Jli fl: ~ jjir!1 d<Jwn_ to·Toyamatumi-no-kami J=i !11· ~ ~ 

1fi$ ; the eight born of the sword Izanagi-ho-k~tni {~ ;lf~ ;J}p µJt jji$ used ip _· slaying 

Kagututi:-no:-kami.:iim·Jt ±.ffir~, from Iwasak1.,1~no.::kami :E.~1f jji$:downto Kura1nitupa

no-kami M Jll ~ ~~ 7]i$; the .,eight arising: from _th~. dead_ body _of Izanami-no-k~mi 

{if!· ::!fUµ:~ ffl$, from Opoikatuti ::1( ffl cfo_w.11 t0~ J?usii~at_µtj ft,ffl; tp~n _th~ e_igl:it 
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children of Payamado-no-kami ]~ Ill f-i·ffi$ from Wakayamakupi-no-kami ~ Ill tTt jjir~ 

down to Kukukiwakamurotunane-no,.kami . !A A -mi:,~ ~ tl Ji[$. The presence of 

this large number of groups each comprising eightdeitks proves the high position 

of a sacred number bestowed upon the nµ1:11ber eight by the a,ncient Japanese. The 

only instance where the number ten is .used occurs in the phrase Totµka-no-turugi 

+•ti: ~91 (ten hand,-grnsp sword). It :is recorded that a group of ten deities, were 

born when Izanagi-no-kamiheld a Shinto purification ceremony at Awagipai:a lfnJ ilt 

~ jJJ{ in Tukusi ${-~; which is mism.imbered eleven in the Kojiki. · Consequently, 

the number ten must be reckoned among the auspicious~ 

· The· above is.the explanation of the·numera:lsfoi:rrtdirtthe.mythology of the 

Kojiki which is believed to·be·the most a~c:urate record of ancient traditions: Now 

it is worthy of note that all 'the mitnerals from one ·up to t~n, except the two num..: 

bers seven and nine,' a'.fe,;:ePJ.pfoyed in c6nn:ecdon \vith various objects,. or groups of 

more. than two deities ; and, that_ neithe.t sevin nor nirie is found at alL S·orne peo,- . 

ple may overlook this aspect as: mere coinddence? but that this mythology where 

the affairs of over two hundred deities are recorded shou_ld ·not once contain seven 

or nine, must surelymeansornething. I am ofthe opinion thatthesetwo numbers, 

being tabooed, \vere avo.1ded in contic!cdon.,with deities, Itis asserted that in spite 

ofthe:fact that in both continents ofAsfa·and Etifopethe odd numbers were valued 

and the even numbers rejected, :and that, of aU. the odd :numbers, seven and.nine 

were most highly valued as divine numbers, the Japanese never- chose between the 

odd and the even, and, with the exception of'seven and nine, valued all the basic 

numerals as aus.picious, and; above all, the number eight the most auspicious, and 

tabooed the two numbers seven and nine ·as. being inauspicious numbers. This as

sertion confirms my' own co·nclusion, drawn in the preceding section, on the <;om

position and signiticance of the numerals·; 

It_ is true that the mythology in the Nihon-shoki contains seven and nine here 

and there, which the 'Kojiki' never does. My· opponen~s would certainly seize this 

point and attempt a rebuttal of my asserdorL For this reason, I shall strictly.ex-:-
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amine the accounts in question and give expression to my conviction as to the ade

quacy of my view. The first account in the mythology of the Nihon-shoki to be 

presented is probably the following, in which is described the Shinto purification 

ceremony which Izartagi-rto .. mikoto 1}· #=p ~tr :t,.i held at Apakigapara ti mr of. Odo-

110-Tatibana ,], )=i ti, in the ptovi.tJ.ce of Fyfrga B fR], Tukusi Si;(~- "When he 

was about to wash away his impur.ities of his body, he lifted up his voice and said, 

< The upper stream is too rapid and the lower stream is too sluggish, I will. wash in 

the middle stream.' The God which was thereby produced was called Yaso

magatupi-110-kami /\ + f:I iift B jjir¥, and then to remedy these evils there were pro

duced Deities named Kannapobi-no-kami jjir~ mt B nlr~, and after him Oponapobi-no

kami * TI[ S jjirµ. Moreover, the Deities wh· eh were produced by his plunging 

down and washing in the bottom of the sea were called Sokotuwatatumi-no-mikoto 

}ffi; i:ft j; lit fff and Sokotutuwo-no-mikoto * f~ :!}j iIJ• Moreover, when he plunged 

and washed in the mid-tide, there were Gods produced who were called Nakatu

watatumi-no-mikoto 1::j=t ilf:t j; it fi)-, and next Nakatutuwo-no-mikoto i:p f,@j ~ fff. 

Moreover, when he washed floating on the surface of the water, Gods were pro

duced, who were called Upatuwatatumi-no-mikot6 ffe: it y 1t frfl and next Upatutu

wo-no~mikoto ffe: ~ ~ f~. There were in all nine Gods."<1> 

It is true, nine deities composed a group according to this book. The passage 

-on this incident in: the Kojiki reads : "Thereupon saying; ' The water in the upper 

reach is too rapid; the water in the lower reach is too sluggish,' he went down and 

plunged in the middle reach; and, as he .;ashed, there was first born Yasomagatubi

no-kami )\ + ITTf&J ~ EI jji$ and Opoma,gatubi-no-kami * ITT/NJ iqt El jji~~. The two deities 

-are the Deities that were born from the filth as he contracted when he went to that 

polluted, hideous land. The names of the Deities that were next born to rectify those 

,evils were Kannapobi-no-kami jjir¥@ n jji$ and Oponapobi-no-kami *@ 1tffi$ and 

( r) ~ 1~ l'i ~ ~ zPJr115, l7J ~ §" 1=1, J: it~¾*~. ""Fit:ll¾"fr. ~i. 1l 11 z 41 fi1rr,; 1zs1 J:.J 4:roq1J1!,F-1 i\. 
·t i\:E ~ 8 ffi~, * ;~ ~ ;!et; i\:E, rm 4: ffirj1 WE l=l ffiq1 ifl 8 iiiql, * 7( TI'J ,8 ifil!l, X tt 7W t~ ill /If, lzsl 0- ~ ~qi ~Jt 8 rl, ~ 
19 'jt ~.*ill;~~~. 3Z f!/f yf.i vt j.\YJ rp, lzsl .J.:Uk ffjrji ID.JE ,F-J r:p i$ & :'if-ifp-,-* r:j:i ~ ~ ifr,, :Y. i$ ml-~~'-?i/JLl:, lzsJ .1-J 
.4:ffiqiWE F-1 *~&'if-6tl-, :x~f§f ~ 1fi,-, fL ;;fsJ" ,it,ffifr ~-
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Idunome-no-kami {:Jl· .B. gg ft jjir:~. The names of the d~ities tha,~ w~:te next born; as 

he bathedatthe bottom, were Sokotuwatatumi-no-kami * ~twffJ~t Ri iii$, and_p.ext 

Sokotutunowo-no-mikoto )!; ~ z ~ fri.. The names· of the Deities that ·were b.orn

as_ he bathed ih the middle· of the water. were Nakatuwatatumi..,no-kami J:j:t ~:t *m ~: 
Yr!. iii$, and next Nakatutunowo-no-mikoto J:j:t ~ ;z ~ {p. The names ·of the Deities 

that were born as he bathed at the top. of the. water were Upatuwatatumi-no-kami 

J:: it m!n 4 Jl.ffirt ·a11d· Upatutuno:wo-no:.mikoto J: rm 2. ~ ifrr." (11 The number 

concerned is eleven·. Iri order to indicate niore plainly the agreement. and disagree

ment· of the two books. 6n this matter, the following. Hst of comparisons may. be 

made: 

The Kqjiki 
. . 

r. Yas-omagatubi-nq:.kami 
/\. -t- mfrJJ·~- _ El ffir:~ 

2. Oporn~gatubi-no,.kami 
. *ifi~ f~t 13 iii$ 

- 3. Karinapopi-np-kami 
jjir:µ~~~f:µ 

4. Oponapqbi-no-kaml 
*1[1Efiir) 

5. Idunome-no-_kami 
{3l ~ g~ .. ffir:11 

6. Sqk9tµwMaturp.i:-no-kami 

-~**nI~-J! iii$ 

7; Sokotut_uriowo:.no-mikoto 

*~;z,~ifff 

8. N~kat1;1watatumi~no-kami 
1t1 fl *It i~t ~ ffir:~ 

9. Nakatutunowo-no-mikoto 

* ft ;z ~} if~ 

The Nihon-shoki 

I. y asomagatubi:.no:. kami 
/\ -t t.I ~ EI jfir\1 

2. Kanriapobi:.no-kami 
· jjirfi_u[ 8 jjir\1 

3. Qponapobi-no-kami *~ Sffi$ 

4. . Sokotuwatatumi-no,.rnikqto * i* j; Jlt i}p" 

5. Sokotufowo-no-mikoto 
*%1~ fer. 

6. Nakatuwatatumi.,.rto-mikoto 
1t1 i~t & 1ir {µ" 

7. Nakatutuw,o-no-mikoto 
q:t~:!J}{j;c. 

( I) 1i~ :¥: ~B z ...t i'.ffl ;=f f'.iilHlli, r j'.jil{ ;=f i'-iUJBu, t<JJ 1i~ i:p i'AITI !!! ~ 1I 1:f<: rn:i m$, fl~s=, M r&: * jjiq1 15, /\ -t- ffrf,Hlt 
s ffirJ!, * ;k:ffr~ W:·SEW, ~t=nW=tr J.iJi\tlU~~~ ~ ?-· fl'ij' lzsl_ ffl:ffirriJ E/r ax. z ,iii!~~ Jh,:1(1.£·ill~.ffrl.li 1ifJ ffikax.ffiq,, 
~- ffi* uOC ~ mq1, * :fc·llif ii ffig1~ * w 1f. i~ Jt Ml', ·?k: ibJ, ~ nl$; fl'ij'·J% ,~ ffig1~--45 fii ~ ;1\/~ i1 .Jt ffirJ1, ::x.[$'. ~- z ~ 1fr-. 
~~-~~~~15i:p~M-~~**•~~~~*~Mfl'ij'~~~15i~~~A~*~~~ 
~fr,-. 
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ro. • · Upatuwatatumi-no-kami 
J:. 7-4't t:tfJ ~l Jl jjil~ . 

11. Upatutunowo'"'.no-mikoto 
.:.UiLt ~~ 1fi;- -

8. Upatuwatatumi-no-mikoto 
lUt:t: j;- 111 1~} . 

9. Upatutuwo-no-mikoto 

*1¥JI ~ fiJJ" 

37 

As the above parallel shows, Opomagatubi-no-kami * *frJJ i~ E ,ii$ and_Idunome-no

kami 1:J-l·}I ~~ jf ,jir[1 in the Kojiki are missing in the Nihon-shoki; thus the deities 

mentioned in the former are eleven, while those in the latter are nine. Y aso A + 
in Yasomagatubi-no-kami A-+ *frJJ E ,jir:p of the Kojiki means many, and matches with 

opo -)::_ (great) in the next deity Opomagatubi-no-kami * *frJJ ~J.: El nW; therefore, it 

is evident that these two deities form a pair. Nevertheless, the Nihon-shoki includes 

only Yasomagatubi-no-kami and excludes Opomagatubi'-rio,.kami his partner, which 

:must be a ca:reless omission on the part of the compilers. Again, Kannapobi-no

kami jjl*@I f~ jjir~ and Oponapobi-ho-kami * ~ 1r! jj1$ :·n the, Kqjiki are the names 

adopted for the same reason_ that Takamimusubi..;no"-kami ~ 1fl:1J i?f Jjt E jjlr:r and 

Kamimusubi-no-'-kami ffiL[1 ~ • El jj1fPwere adopted, for the sake of dividing Musubi

no-kami lit Jt E jjl$ into two, adding as a prefix taka ~ to one and kami iJi$ to the 
. . . 

other; for the sake of dividing Napobi..;rio"'kami ~ ~ jjlrl~ info two, kami jji$ was added 

as a prefix to one, and opo * t6 the other. Sci it follows that Kannapobi-no"'"kami jji$ 

~ ~ jji$ and Oponapobi~no-kami * 111 n ,ii$ are deities that should make a pair even 

in the light of the significance of their names. Moreover; that these two deities did 

make a pair may be seen. from a passage in the Mikadomaturi-'no_;_norito :ffeµ F5 ~ jjJ5r, 

iri.l; which reads " Togaayamati arttwoba kannapobi oponapobi ni minaposimasite " {?-~ 1±. 

=91· illz, jjirfi@ 1iffi * ~ 1jfff ffi Jl ~~ lf (Those who have· erred and transgressed should 

be remedied both kan-napobi ni---'-God-righteous-miraculously-and opo-napobi ni

Great"'"righteous-miracufously) ; and also another passage in the Tatarikamhvo-tttusi-

_yarasu-'no:..norito ~ t[j ½~ ,jirp ]IT£. ~ffi reads "Kannapobi, oponapobi ni naposi tamapite " jj]F~l 

Tm: 8 7( ~ E ffi@: 7it Mt J:t If (Remedying them both kan-napobini-God-righteous

miraculously-and opo-napobi ni-Great-righteous-miracrilously.) Since kannapobi and 

oponapobi always make an antithesis in phraseology, it may be supposed that the two 
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deities .together made a pair.. Therefore, it wa:s not necessary to add anot_her deity 

Idunome-no:-kami 1§3· _si_ tmJe jji$ besides the two.• The name of this deity is not 

clear, but MoTooRr Norinaga *,@ '~-~jnterprets zdu ,§1- £l as itµ !f-li. (solemn) and 

suggests iJvapikiyomertt ~ m fc$i~ or purification.m l am of the opinion that his is a 

correct interpretation. In theidtimonokttni-no:-mi_yaiuko:.kamuhogai no·Kotaba /ii¾~~ 

ffi$ ~ ~m, such phrases asidunomitekura ;fj!· tm #~, Idunomaya 1Jl· £L trn j't· m·and Iduno

musiro {§3· £L gg)t, occur,, the name Idunome-no-:kami #J· £L i~ Jr,firr in the .Kojiki 

. should be stucli~d in the light· of these phrases. It· is perhaps Itu~no-me if& -J;:: 

(maid of purification)~-• ;nevertheless, as the_phrase sounds rathertoo vague, there may 

be some· omission: in it: Seeing that: in the Anna)s of the Emperor Ji111mu jji$ 'JE\ in 

. the ~ihon:..shoki, ·a· passage reads " The: n~me of water. was called Ituiniduparne /f!i f~] 

~ -Jc and that of food Idunot1kanome fr&#]~ ::k, "(2l i~ may beinferredthat Idunome

no~ kami ·1*£Lt~·-ffl$ here mentioned,is apalJb~eviation ofitumidupa111e.iftt•~ * 
::k the name of goddess of water;: ancl lJecause of het assodatibnwith water, it was 

probably not in. the otiginaI list, but w:asinserted there by later ge11eradons.. Should 

this , criticism be·: accepted; the Idunome-no~kami in the.Kojikf is an addition to be 

omitted fromthe list; and Opomagatubi-no,.kami 7\.Wff!J~- B iii~rshould be. inserted to 

supplement the li.st of the Nihon-:Shoki. Then the deities born at the time of the . 

Shinto purification ceremo11y numbered neither nine as recorded in the• Nihon.;.shoki 

nor eleven as recorded in the Kcjiki,.but ten in all. 

A similar errorjs committed in the:Nihon~shoki in giving the number of the deities 

born when Izanagi~no-mikoto {fr 9F J~ ~-~. slew Kagututi-no-kami i{fiiJ ~-·~tin jji$. 

The passage reads as follows : " At Jength he drew the ten-span sword with 

which he was girt, and cut· Kagututi ~fiJ ~~tin into three pieces, each of which 

became changed into a God. Moreover, the blood with dripped from the edge of 

the sword became the multitudinous roc:ks which are in the bed of the Easy""River 

of Heaven.· This G.od was the fore father ofFutunusi-:n~-kami ~ w .:E jjiq1. More-

(1) The Koiiki~den t:i*~c~; Chap. 6, P:346. 

(2) 7}:1;~jij:~Jtctc,~::tifUrlfill~~-
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over, the blood which dripped from the hilt-ring of the sword spurted out and became 

deities, whose names were Mikapayapi-no-kami ~:ffil 13 jji$ and next Pipayabi-no-kami 

~-;! El ifi$. The former was the forefather of Takemikatuti-.rio-kami it:fH\t!ffi~p. 

Another versic;m is : Mikapayabi-no-mikoto ~ ;ifil 13 ffl, next Fipayabi-no-:-mikoto ~ mI 

EI ,fr'):, and next -'.Takemikatuti:.no-kami it~~ jji$. · M9reover,. the blood which drip

ped from the point of the sword spurted out and became deities, who were called 

Iwasaku-no-kami ~ ~ jji~p, after him Nesaku-no-kami tl ~ ffirt and next Ipatutuwo

no-mikoto ~ ~ ~ fp", One account says:-' Ipatutu\\'o-no-mikoto ~~~fir and 

Ipatutume-no-mikoto ~ ml j;:: fi3- .' Moreover, the blood which ddpped from the head 

of the sword spµrted out and became deities, who were called Kuraokami M ft, next 

. I<;:urayamatumi rlJ LlI jjilt, and next Kuramitupa lti.zJ fqJ ~."<1l According to the main 

text, the nµmber of the deities born of the swor~ ~hich slew Kagututi-no-kami 

was ten. Of these ten,. should Putunusi-no-kami t~ ~ .:E. jjir:p and Takemikatuti-no

kami it~ t!~ ffi$ . prove two. terms for the one and the same deity, as MoTOORI 

Norinaga argues, the number would be not ten, but nine. Referring to the Kqjiki, 

you will find the foll~wing passage : "Then faanagi-no-mikoto, drawing the ten

grasp sabre that was girded- on him, cut off the head of his ch.ild Kagututi-no-kami. 

Hereupon the names of the Deities that were born fr?m th~ blood that stuck to_ the 

point of the sword an_d b~spattered the multitudinous rock-masse.s were: Ipasaku

no-kami _-;fi ~ jji$, next Nesaku-no-:-kami tl ,W jji$, next Iwatutunowo-no-kami 15 ffi · 

z ~ jji$. The names of the Deities that were.next born from the blood that stuck 

t? the upper part of the sword and again bespattered the multitudinous_ rock-masses 

. were: Mikapayabi-no-kami -~ jfil El ffi$, _ next Pipayabi-no-kami :JjJf :ffil EI jji$, next 

Takemikatutinowo-no-kami ~ 1$[J ffl' z -~ _jji$, another na111e for whom is Takeputu

rio-kami ~ ;;ffj fB :ffi$, and_ anot_hername is Toyoputu~no-kami l~ ;;ip fB jji$. The names 

c 1) ~:r»: EJrft1 +m WJ, ilYf iKJiJ~ ~t? 1.t =-~, .Il-t ~ 1t fiX. mqi *• m WJ J:L ~.IIll, ~1.t7i: ~tiiJ~ Mti: 1I 
w~·~;::sm,~P.I1tmlllw:.:En1q1z,nli*,ii:WJ~J~.mi.1!blt1.tiii$; ~i s~5I:l~ s iiW~ *~jfil s ifiq1, ~~jfil s 
iii~1;;%:]F-(;~WLt~u1m,~1=1~rE s fri-, *~jfil s fri-, *~~~iiW,~t#JJJ~mJill~J!.!1.tffiUJJEs~~!iiijl, 
:ktR~,ii*, *~~ ~ if/i-,-~~%'j ~ {p- ]Jz~~fx-$, UiWJffi*.IIll. fflk~f,£ ffiffl, ME l=l,M ff, *M Jli ffi,* 
1%!-'iltJ~. 
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of the Deities that wete .next. born from the blood that collected on the hilt of the 

sword and J~aked out betw~en his fingers -were: Kura6kami:.no-kami tffl 1M-1Jn ~ 11i$ 

and_ next Kuramitupa-no:.kami ft~-1fi:P it ]?3 jji$."<1) 

This quotation asc:ribes eight as_ the nu,mber· of the deities born of-the three -Parts 

of the. sword used in· slaying Kagututi-no-kami -;i!lli ;,-m._ ± jjirp. -A paralleL.m~.y be 

drawn in order to indicate more clearly the agreement .and disagreement·· of the 

two; 

Th:e Nihon::..ihoki 

Putsunusi-:no-kami tJt i~ ::E ,ii$ 

1;- Mikapayabi~rtci~kami ~ :ifil. E ,ii$ 

2. - Pipayabi-no:.ka.mi m IBI 13 jjir~ 

' The Kojiki · 

I; Mikapayapi--:no-kam1-~-llil ·s jjitfl. 

2; - P1payabi-no-kami tJffij]R · El Jjir1:l 

3· Takemikaduti-no-karrii :n:l'.; ~~,ii$ 3· Takemfkidutinowo~no~karn-i 

i1Af!J1![ Z Jfjjir~ 

-4;- Ipasaku~no:.kamr~ ~,ii$ 

5'. N esaku-110-karni t~ ~- nW · 

6; Ipatutuwo-no..:kami ~--~-- -~ ,ii$ 

7. ··-1,foraokarni l1si~ If 
s. _ Kurayamacfo111i frif UJ iii~ 

9~ Kura:111id11pa IJ rm-t{ 

4- . Ipasaku~no~k~rni ':ff t}f ffirµ 

· 5. Nesaku:.no..:kami tl ;JR ,n$ 
· 6: . Ipatutunowo-no-;kami:;p ~-- z :§!f'ni$ 

7. Ktrraokami~no-kami lffl iJA·1Jn ~ wr~ 

: As thislist shows, the reason why the Nihon:.shoki has ni_ne· deities, while the 

Kojiki has ~ight is that '·Kiirayamaduniflitl LU ifi is: omitted in 'the la~ter~_ ' Counting 

three deities as 6rie g_roup occurs elsewhe;e 'in the Kq,iiki; and here again the six 

deideS from Mikapayabi-no-:kami ~ JBI 13 ffi$ down to Ipatutunowo-no-kami 1i ~ 
;t ~ ffi$ are.regarded as making two trios. In view of this method, the Nihon~shoki 

seems to :i;~ in: ·better form, when it gives. three deities beginning wfrh the seventh 

( d . t~~ :& ffr :,iHm 11&: fil-,J/Hm 1'. z + ~ f@l,_ 1!fr ;lei; r ~ Jt. ± ro$~ filEi, m ~ 1ff!J JJ rotr. z JUI; /E ffJt r~ w: :E 
11 ffilf r&.roq11i,::ff tJ-Frot:ktl{J-Fro~, *:Elif z~_roq1, *~1ff!J n *'JUI, ?JF-~,1ifLr~ w:18·tJFi r&.:ro$, :t ,s_;i}g s 
iii$, **rn:;i}g s iii!l1;* ,fffill r!'z~ m$,.1l--1!i m;:fff~mm; '11'-15 ~::mii iiilfl; **1ffill.7J z::P. 1:. M, m ="i-f#k1'ffl-.l±t
m r&. iii$ 45, r-k1 ~ 1m ~ mq1~ * r-k11ili!l w: ?.J:J iii$ 
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and the two others; and the Kojiki seems to be omitting one, when it gives only 

two deities. However; there is found no instance in the mythologies of nine deities 

being treated as a group. Moreover, seeing that nine in Japan is a tabooed num

ber, whili eight is a most auspicious number, it is evident that the Nihon-shoki is 

erroneous in giving nine deities, and that the Kojiki is truer to ancient traditions in 

giving their number as eight. 

In the mythology of the Nihon-shoki, besides the nine deities mentioned above, 

there. occurs the name Kokonotuka-no-turugi )Lt~ MIJ (nine hand-grasp sword). 

This phrase is found in the book where it describes how Amaterasu-opomikami J( 

JIT-i * ~P ffirr1, after exchanging the gem and the sword, tried to g1ve birth to children. 

" Thereupon the Sun-Goddess standing opposite to Susanowo-no-mikoto * ~ q~ 

i@: swore an oath, saying : 'If thy heart is pure, and thou hast no purpose of re

lentless robbery, the children born to thee will surely be males,' When she had 

finished speaking, she ate first the ten-span sword which she had girded on, and 

produced a child which was called Okitusimapime iii i~1: fih ygI. Moreover, she ate 

the nine-span sword and produced a child which was called Takitupime i-/Af w: y/~i

Moreover, she ate the eight~span sword, and produced a child which was called 

Tagoripime B3 ,t, t,(gI--'-in all, three female Deities.;'(l) The corresponding description 

in the K(!jiki reads : " So the names of Deities that were born from the mist of 

Amaterasu-opomikami's breath when, having first begged Susanowo-no-mikoto to 

hand her the ten-grasp sabre which was girded on him and broke it into three frag

ments and with the jewels making a jingling sound having· brandished and washed 

in the Amenomanai J( ;t, j!'i 15 :jj:, and having crunchingly crunched them, she blew 

them away, were Takiripime-no-mikoto 4§, mE fill EE:. Jl ir.l", another august name for 

whom Okitusimapime-no-mikoto :!J;!. a 111.~ .J:t Je fff; next Itikisimapime-no-mikoto m 
,t JIU~ Jt ff ir.l", another name for whom Sayoripime-no-mikoto ~{ {j{ ]! ,. ,f,JJ"; next 

( 1) Mi1¥:: 8 )jiq1;1:t*~'~lf§~t-§ itrniir., "I 8, * 1'1:. h !!}] 1€t,·~~ ~~ z~;tf; rk M.& Jt~, 1&· ~ ~. 
~ it, )tit Jj/f frl' T t~ wjl] £ )t, wx ti'tt· W !!\~ Ufi:1; X it ;h, ~ ~ ~ Jl, Jj rirr! ~ pgi, 3( '.i-i\ tlit@] £ Jl, ~ 13:l ,Li' tllli, 
fL =. fx. jjiljl *• 
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· . Tagitupime-n?-mikoto {$-. 1!B( fB J:t ll fijJ :"(1l and does not agree with what the 

Niho.n-shoki says. According to .the K_ojiki, the three gocldesses we.re born of 

_Totuh,no-turugi +;. ~-w], (ten hand-:-grasp sword); but· ?ctording to the . Nihon

shoki, they are reported to hav~ been born respectively ofTotuka-no-:tur~i -I~ f~ f}J 

_(tep hand-grasp sword), Kokonotuka-no-turugi jLf~ j}J. (nine hand:-grasp sword) 

and Yatuka-no-turugi A tEUW ( eight hand-grasp sword). In the ancient times, 

totu~a (ten hand-grasp) was a name wi1ely known fot a swor~ ; eight be~ng an 

auspi,~ious number, the name. Yatt1ka.,.no~tumgi /\_ f,ffi :®?J. ( eight han~-grasp sword) als9 

appears in themythology of the Kojiki; It is no wonder that, :eigl1t and ten being 

auspicious numbers in ancient Japan~. there should b~ objects modified by these 

· numeri.cal. adjectives in the mythology~ But: how is it possible that in those days 

.such a thing existed· as a koko12o~ukq-nq~turugi jL t~ fl (nine hefnds-grasp sword)--a 

thing modified by. nine ? . In view of the fact pine and seven, as previously ref erred 

_to? we~e_ auspidou~ nu~b_ers in _China, .it is q11ite :P.rohabk that this was introduced· 

. into these. writings . as . Chinese . ch1ture · becatn~ tremenqo'tlsly in~uential in Ja pan: 

Such instances frequently occur. For in?tance,t~e mythql9gy of the. Nihon-s4oki 

says in a passage where. Sit_aternpime T Jff~ ~!!:I, wife of .i\mewakapik:o X tit g, mourns 

over her husband's death, '' Pot eightdays ancl eight nights·, she wept and sang dirges" 

(A E j\ 1~ ~ * 1J :;;}ft), which was in acc9rda11ce .with Japanese; traditions, eight 

being an auspiciomi 1111mber i.n J aplln. 'the ~amer:b0ok, in the~AnnaJs: ofthe.,Eniperoi: 

. Chuai {qi-!&; says· that the ~mpress Jingo ffi$ JJ}], putting herself Jn a frenzied state, 

prayed for seve11 days and seven nights for divine revelati.on; which was in accord

ance with the Chinese tradition, seven being an auspicious number in China. 

Again, the same .. book, in the Annals of the Ernperor Suinin * 1=, .in giving the 

number of the _gifts which Amanopipoko .3( E ;ft, the prince of Silla ¥r ~' brought 

to the Japanese court, says, in its main text, that the objects numbered seven, but 

. (r') x~t1i*ffE!Jjjiff!%1:!Jt.~:iIB?J!ftz~ tfrt&rffln,-r$~,.tJtJr=.fxTI'ii,tJ1lj)~f,J:k mAffi,,:f!Nmts 
~ z ~ 1; if: rifJ;ft. ji'.*ffl:i!l!l*in:i, m.!!k ~ ~!!kz ~3J:ifr 1£ltiiirJ11M~,$- i%c}'.i.m 1111,-, 7./FffEIJ-*-i ifW ~-W: .~ 
~-~**~~~-~~~~D~~m•~*~~~~-~ 
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in one of the notes on the text, it mentions eight objects. And in the mythology 

of the Kojiki, the name )'aotome /\. ;fit -=f ( eight girls) appears, while in the section on 

Kasipara-no-miya s fi Jffe 'g (the Kasipara palace), the name nanaotome -[:; -f.J!&. (seven 

maids) is given. In the Annals of the Emperor Keiko~ fi', the Nihon-shoki says 

that Y amatotake-no-mikoto El * "1Et .1@: obtained a cook named Nanatukapagi -[::; #m 

mf: (seven hand-grasp leg), while the Etigojudoki ~ * lt, ± a2 mentions a man 

named Yatukapagi /\~11 ~ (eight hand-grasp leg) who lived in the reign of the 

Emperor Mimaki ~ Mme {fie,. This way of numbering the one and the same thi11-g 

with seven or eight is evidently due to the fact that the auspicious numbers of Japan 

and China were alternately used. Eight being an auspicious number of Japan, this 

numbe.t cannot be used in determining the data of such an affair, but sevep. b1=ing 

an auspicious number of China, an affair modified by this number may be d~termi

ned as a work of the period when Chinese culture had become influential. Becaµse 

nine, like seven, was an auspicious number in China, Kokonotuka-no-turugi jr.., 1~ 

~!;JJ (nine hand-grasp sword) mentioned in the Nihon-shoki should be studied as in the 

case of the number seven in the foregoing. 

The mythology of the Nihon-shoki as already referred to contains nouns modified 

by the numeral nine, ;uch as nine deities and the nine hand-grasp sword, and also 

such phrases as nanata --t R8 (seven ata AA) and nanapiro -t R (seven feet). The 

phrases occur under the Advent of the Grl:1ndson ofthe1Su11-Goddess. " When he 

was about to descend, one who had been sent in advance to clear the way, returned 

and said: 'There is one God who dwells at the eight-cross-roads of Heaven, the 

length of whose nose is seven hands, the length of whose back is more than seven 

fathoms. Moreover, a light shines from his mouth and from his posteriors. His 

eyeballs are like an eight-hand mirror.' "(l) It is quite natural that phrases like 

)'atimata /\. % andJ1afa /\. R8 (eight ata AA) should be used in connection with deities, 

eight being a number much valued in Japan. However, it would be impossible to 

(r) EiTIJ.fl_~zF~, :%B-3f3:fils, ir-ffiqi, m7(.1,~zj!llj, ;JstJ¥.:Ef-t:8R,l'f¾-t:R~, .fl.f=I!JLHJ] 

~. U[ tzn 1, ~R tt. 
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reconcile this·. with the use· of such phrases ~s nanata -c;· AA (seven ata ffl) and· nana-piro 

{; R (seven piro); seein~ that seven was evidently tabooed in Japanese custom. 

Turning to the Kojiki, we find the sam·e incideht described as '' So when PikoponO

ninigi-no-mikoto 13 r, ·11t t~ ~ k ~ { 13 was about to descertd · from Heaven,· there 

. was at the eight-forking road of Heaven a Deity whose refulgence reached upwards 

to the Plain 6f High Heaven and down to the Central Land of Reed-Plains."<1> 
. . 

Neither the length of the n~se nor the stature of Sarutapiko m EEi * is given here. 

It follows; the ref ore, that the phrases nanata -!:;; P8 and nanapiro '-t R. are an addition 

rendered for the sake of colouring by a late:r: compiler who,, under the infh.:ience of 

Chinese culture, deemed seven an auspiciotis nurnbet; ·As· the· Annals of the Em

peror Keik9 ~ fi~ in describing Kamikasipirrte ni~l-a:; 1J1 -ft&_,. giving the satred tree as 

a present t() the messengers. ofthe- Emperor say" O.n the itpper branch she hung 

an eight-span sword,on the m1ddle branch she hung an eight:-hand mirror, and on the 

lower.branch an eight.,shaku jewel/'<2l it was customary to choose the number eight as 

the auspicious one. TMNihon'-shoki says ·co·nce:rning Sarutapik0,.no-kami ~l EE!~ 

ffi*, atthe beginriing,yatimata J\. Hill an.cl, atthe end;yata-no~kagami )\_ P8 ~ (the mirror 

of eight ata P8); therefore, should it state the 1erigth of his nose and his stature, it 

would have saidyata;-( f-!g· and yapiro j( Jt. That they are nanata 1; f~ and nanapiro 

-E )~ bet:taydhefact that' they are a later addition, 

The c~mpletiori. of the compilation. of the Nihon;_shoki as mentioned previously 

dates from.the 4th year of Y6r6 (720 A. D.}urider the reign of the.Empress Gensho 

the earlier part of the Nara period. Chinese ·culture was then saturating the upper 

classes, especially those who were engaged in \vriting ; and as to the use of num~ 

bets, the yang ~i numbers were selected according to· Chinese custom. Under such 

circumstances, the presence of seven and nine in the Japanese mythology was never 

questioned. As the compilation of the· Kojiki dates from the 5 th year of Wado 

(1) ffi 13 r 1ft 1JlH!i k ~ * ~ )( ~)L:. ~' Jtx L l\ 11:r iifJ, ...I: 3/t~ X ]Jf(, r J1t ~ me r.p Ii z ffiqi}j~ :& 
~-
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(712 A. D.) under the reign of the Emp~ror Gemmyo only nine years prior to the 

completion of the Nihon~shoki; and mo_reover,,- 6No Yasumaro :;t !J: ~' tµe com

piler was also one· of the· men in charge of the compilation of the Nihon-shoki, the 

two books may be considered as comtemporary works: ONO Yasumaro's attempt 

in compiling the Kqjiki to preserve the genuine traditions and customs of the andent 

times m;:i.y be seen in the language he adopted~a mixture of Japanese and Chinese~ 

while the Nihon-shoki is written in pure Chinese. Thus, the numerals employed i11 

the mythology in the Kqjiki are mostly tho~e valued as auspicious numbers in Japan. 

How~ver, the presence of the three numbers-,-three, five, and seven-in ,succession, 

though in one passage, but in the very important opening passage, has much bear.,. 

ing upon my numerical theory. Therefore,. I shaU quote the whole passage and 

comment upon it. " The names of the Deities that were b,or11 in the Plain of High 

Heaven when the Heaven and Earth be;gan were Amenominakanusi-n.o-kami :}( z 
1fi,1J r-j=i ± jjir~, next Takamimusubi~no-karr.d rti 1[] ~ Ji El ffirf1, next Kamimusubi-no-:

kami ]li$ ~ * 8 ffi$. These _three Deities were aH Deities born alone, and hid their 

persons. The names of the Deities that were born .next from a thing thaJ sprouted 

up like unto a reed-shot when the earth, young and E~e unto floating oil,, drifted 

about medusa-like, were Umasiasikab,ipikodi-:no-kami $1vlc}01iUJ ;lt,Jr ~ij 11 Jt ~ .i!IB ffi$, 

next Amenotokotati-no-kami :}( z. ~ if. jprf1, These twq Deities . were likewise 

born alone, and hid their perso11s. The five. Deities in the above list .are separate 

Heavenly Deities. The names. of the Deities, that were born n.e:xt were Kuninoto

kotati-no-kami ~ z, ~ i£ ffir!1, °:ext Toyokumonu.,fio~kami. JJ.~ ~ !1]'· ffi$. These. two 

Deities were likewise. born alone, and hid their persons. Th,e. :q.ames of the 

Deities that were born next ww~ Upidi~i-no-kami $ Jt :b~ -~ ffir¥, next his wife 

Supidini-no-kami ~~ Jt:fr~ illJ! ffir!1; next Tunugupi-no~lrnmi f-Ej tt jjir~, next his wife 

Ikugupi-no-kami ffl tt jjirfl ; next Opotonoqi-no-kami Jg 1&. 3.1· rrn J:tg jji$; next his· wife 

Opotonobe-no-kami * 3-[- J'J 1flr- ffir!,1; next Omoda:i:u-no-kami. tht w. ~'t ~ ffir!1, ne;xthis 

wife Ayakasikone-no-kaini. liUJ 11Z rirIT ,* 1i; ,ffi. ffi~ ; next' Izanagi-no-kami #1- :Bl 91~ 1!&: 

Rir[1, next his wife Izanami-no-kami 1=t!· ~~ 91~ ~ jji~f1 •. From KU:ninotokotati-no-ka1~i 
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down to Izana111f-no-kami in the previous Est are what are termed the Seven Divine 

Generations; The two solitary Deities above.:mentioned are each called ohe genera

tion. Of the ten succeeding Deities each pair of deities iscalled a generation."<1l 

In studying this passage, the point that strikes us Jnore than,~u1ything else is that 

the seventeen deities, · from Arnenominakanusi~no-kami J( z ifl=iJ i:j:t .:E ffii:jl down to 

Izahami:.no-kami {jr ;t~ 7IB ~ jj1$, are arranged in three successive groups of three, 
. ' 

five, and seven; which are allyang 1% numbc;rs~ and auspicious numbers in China; 

In Japan, three and five are auspicious riuml:iers, but: in my view seven being an 

in~uspidous number, should not be used in writing about the creating deities. Of 

the sev.enteen deities enumerated here; Arrienominakanusi~ho-kami_ x z ir1 q:i ··.:E jfii~; 

existing i11 the centre of heaven~ a9 his narrie suggests, and befog a fundamental, 

absolute god, should rnost reasonably be· placed above all the. rest.. The other dei.:. 

ties, however, as their. names suggest,• ·are. aJl in pairs; and· there ··. should be . no dk

crirµina tion inade a1nong them alL' For instance, take Takamimusubi-no~kami ,~b 

~g'fJ;i E jfi$ andKamimusubi-no:cbfoi ;ffi$~Jii E ffir~. Seeing'that tmisubi ~* 
s···is conirnon _·to· both,·_they·_nnist .bEC>f th;.one and the.same fank and position, 

only differentiated by· the·eupheinisticprefixes takd r~h and kami jfi$. This is exactly 

the.caseasbetweenizanagi·1~·;tB JB.1!6t andizanami{iJltiJ~~;· Izana 11- Jlf7IB being 

. common to b~th~ · they·ate diff~rentiate'd by adding suffi:xes gi_~ at1d111i ~ indicative 

bf inasculine add f~rninJne·•g~nde~s:•.~e1:,pectively; ··Ifthe Kojikt regards Izanagi and· 
' : . ' . ., 

Izanarili as deities 111ald11g :i. couple and treat them as on.e generation, Takamimusubi 

;~ ~ it Jti 13 · and I<amimimusubiffi$ ~ * S, 1nust 'b2 two deities also making a 

couple and treated as one generitioh; · Nevertheless,. the· two · deities are recorded 

as singie deities· and each a generation; these two, and Amenomfoakanusi-no-karrii 

·- (1}, ~:J;futyJfiz~, ·1t~~~llilrrxffiq1, .~ ~z.-{f&!Jqi.=1=:ffilp, *~¾~~~ El f[1qr, ;x;j]qlffl~ El jjW, Jit3 
;J$ffifµ';ih:1t-~iii$n!G.* rnJ p,f ~ fil, * ~f~~Jrl$~l§f rn:f,A~T-1!{5~-H ~ ll't mm:~~ ~,t!Q-~~ ;!f ~ M Hl-z 
~ rnJ m iiiff1, 45. * mv1 ~ \lliJ{~-~-1;1 J:b tr ~ ffiq1, * ~ z ,m -.:ft ffiq1, Jit = tt mq1 ZIJ'jfi\\. ro111 m * w Ill.~ m, J: 1tf: Ii tt 
;M1mrp, ~iu~ror11,-:fr.mffi~1,-q5 ~ 1tf.:ftffiqi, *rl~-!R-r'w(r, Ji:t =l¥.~-Zll'~ffiqinJG~ Wei:Jr·12.;:J<11xffi1f1,·::g +J:b 

J!l!jfili mq1 * ~}~J:b :t1 in$, *.ft.l Rmqi, * ~ m*1t hW, * '.f ffi +: ng :1:1HrJ1; * ~ :t-:: 1r~ 7.7 WHW, * ~ m: we: !ii 
~*~\lliJ~~~ir~~*W$~~~*~~$1ffS•~~#~~z~:ft~~~~$~*~~ 
~n~~~t~~=tt~~~*~fu*•f~~c~~~~~ 
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together are called the three deities. One fails to understand how this is possible. 

Now Umasiasikabipikodi-no-kami $ ii!L JG---: lTTiJ ;JiJr ~riJ 1Jffi Jtr:'; ~.ffi$ and Amenotokotati

no-kami 7( -;t_ 1¥.; 1L iii$ are mentioned as single deities, and these two and the three 

foregoing deities together are' called the five dei!ies of the spec.ial order. Then 

come Kuninotokotati-no-kami ~ z 'W; 1L iii$ and Toyokumonu-rio-kami It*!~· ffiq1 

again regarded as single deities. Then follow ten deities in five pairs, each two 

making a couple. These five pairs are treated as five generations; these five and the 

preceding two deities which are taken as two generations are styled the seven gene

rations of the age of deities. But it is seriously to be doubted whether such arrange

ment and classification convey the genuine context of.the original. 

Detailed discussion will be taken up later on, but the first thing that strikes us 

as strange is as to the classification of Amenotokotati-no-kami X z ';l{;' 1L iii$ and 

Kuninotokotafr-.tm-.kami. ~ z _1¥.; if. ,ii$ ... According to the Kojiki, Amenotokotati

no-kami belong to the special order of deities, and Kuninotokotati-no-kaini consti

tutes one of the seven generations of. the age of deities; so the two are -distinctly 

seperated. However, the name tokotati ~ 1f. .being common to both, it is evident 

from their names that they make a pair. Only becaus·e the constitutents are two, 

one is given prefix ame x and the other the prefix kuni ffi for the sake .of distinguish

ing them .. It is by no means unusual for the mythology of the Kojiki to have the 

two pre.fixes ame 7f._ and kuni ~fora pair of deities. For fostance, Amenomiku

mari~no-kami x z 71'( 51' iiirf1 and Kuninomikuramad-no-kami ~ -;t_ 71'( % ffi$; Ameno

kupizamoti-no-kami X z A.It *-BJ:tr.J iii$ and Kuninokupizamoti-no-kami ll z A J:t 
~ -JIJ :fiM' ;ft$; Amenosatuti-no-kami ~ z ~±,ii$ and Kuninosatuti-no-kami il ;t, ~~ 
± ffi$; Amenosagiri-no-kami 'J( z ~ ~ )]1r[1 and Kuninosagiri-no-kami ~ z~ Ji 
ffi$ ;· and Amenokurado-no-kami x z I'm J5 ffirp and Kuninokurado-no-kami ~ z [Wl 

f-i )]1$. From these instances, it is evident that Amenotokotati-no-kami and Kuni

notokotati-no-kami form a pair, and the relation between them is .exactly similar to 

!hat between Takamimusubi-no-kariii i\§1J ~~ ~ J1i S-· ffir\1 and Kamimimusubi-no-kami 

iii$ ~ Jit E jjirp or that between Izanagi 1¥ ;t~ J~ 1!]z and Izanami 1JJ· !f~ J~ ~- Should 
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Amenotokotati-rto-kai-niand Kuninotokotati-no-kami make a pair, ~ masiasikabipiko

di-110-kami a11d.'Toyokuri1011u-.ri.o'-karni ·afao must make one.. If thk:interpretation 

is accepted, the unreasonable and unnatural classification •in the Kqjiki ~ of the seven"

teen deities into three successive gmups of three, five; and se·ven, would be removed 

and instead, the sixteen deities, apart from · Amenomi.nakanusi-nci-kami the . single 

god, would be restored to. the original ·arrangement-,eight groups. of two. It. goes 

without saying that two. and eight are the mos.t auspicious. numbers in Japanese 

thougJJt The·_ proper order· of· these deities must be detertnined only by the inter

pretation of the significance of their- names. 

Everywhere i.n the world, every nation whichJ:ias develope_d to form a state, has 

a mythology of its own.· A.~ythology generally offers a.god or. gods who. created 

the u;niyerse,: and the number is strictly one or two. · Bu,t our mythology_ gives as 

many. as severiteen creators. This kirid of story is nowhere else given in the 

m:ythologies.· of the world, Moreover, the·actual creators.· of•the.land, the rivers, 

and seas, trees and grasses,- arid ·other. deities, are only . the two Izanagi -1-fr. ;lfB 1~. ®t· 

ancL Izanami, 1-:JtJB 1B ~ ranked at tl:J.e very end •of the list, and. the other fifteen 

deities· are; only .mentioned as names with 110. deed recorded. The only way to 

study the: nature of the deities must he by means of their names. Ther~fore~ I shall 

try: to interpret the names in the orderin which.they appeaJ~ in the I(qjiki. . 

The primary position the Kqiiki ascribes to Am:e11omina,kanusi-no-:kam.i. :R..• z t1il 

i:p :=E ffir~ is quite adequ~te,. and: is most probably i11_-acc:ordance: with the!:-origfo.al 

trasfaion. The meaning of the .Q.ame· is, as- the characters s~gge_st, th.e g9d presi4ing 

it.the centre of th~ heaverts, ~o self-evident that people.111aysµppqse that this needs 

no explanation .. The· heavens, however; const~ntly revolve; .clianging their;posi

tions, and make it very difficult to decide their centre. But .careful observation· 'Yill 

show that there is a p9pifion constant ?-nd unchanging, which is the Pole-star~the 

seat-of the Pef-:cfbq[i J.rz as the Chinese call it .. This ·star, though to tb,e north from 

the earth, makes a centre. for the heavens, · around . which other stars revolve. 

Amenomi,n~kan:usi•no-kami s.urely took his name fromthis star!_ So this god is·the 
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one that c;:orresportds to Tai-chi ""j( *~ of the Chou~i rn] ::WJ and T'ai-i -j(~, Yiian-shih

t'ien-tsun ft fr#. "ft_ jt of Taoism·. The compiler" of the K'ojiki is quite right in placing 

Takamimusubi-no-kami ~ J~ £ :!At S jji$ and Kamim~rriusubi-no-kami jjir\1 ~ Ji S jji$ 

after Amenominakanusi-no-kami. Now mus14bi rfi. * S is the stem of these names, 

and I believe two different interpretations are possible. On_e view is to take it as a 

name compounded of two words-a verb mf4jtf {£ lfZ (produce) and a n~un pi (bi) 

(supernatural working); it is in accordance with this view that the Nihon-shoki 

translates the name into ~(supernatural)£ (produce); and this is a view generally 

accepted. The other view is the one I am now proposing. In· our classical works, 

~l (spirit) is read tama or musubi. A casual glance at the two words may suggest 

little resemblance between them. But seeing that tama is ·sometimes· interchangeable 

with ta111asipi (tamasift), one may detect' a slight resetriblante ·between this tamasipi 

and mus14pi (111usttbi). Now the initial S(?und ta in tama being a prefix, the stem must 

be ma. To give a proper analogy, it (fruit) or ;{~ 1='. (the stone of a fruit) in Japa

nese is tane or sane· c:>f which the stem is ne :.fl (root),- td and sa being only prefixes. 

Ta in tama is precisely a prefix corresponding to ta in tane·and sa in sane; and ma is 

the stem corresp~ndirtg to ne in tane and· sane. Now eliminate the prefix f?l- in 

tamasipi, and obtain a_: briefer form masipi, and one will observe its extreme resem

blance with musupi (nntsubi) the other word for ~l (spirit). In brief, ma in tama is a 

stem. · Though the leaves and branches, ·even tranks and roots of plants die, the 

plants may be regenerated if there. is any·mi it (fruit) left, because the fruit contains 

life. And_ ma the stem of tama and 1m1 the initial sound of musttbi are synonymous 

with mi meaning 1f (fruit), the only ·difference being in vowel-shifting. As plants 

have mi-, so have human beings, whicn are called tama or tamasipi; so have lands, 

mountains; artd rivers, which are also called tama· ot · mttsupi (mt!subi). In a prefix u 

is added to mtt, a varied ·sound of mi or ·»1a, a verb un1u ?!i. (give birth to) is obtained, 

and if the suffix ·su is added to it, a verb mustt ?!i. (produce) is obtained. In this way, 

should tpu in musttbi be a noun meaning~~ (spirit), it follows that the rest forms an

other word-. Supernatural working in Japanese being called pi; bi (pi) in subi must 
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be a word meaning .supernatural· production. · N o·w. stt in st✓bi may. be a· prefix 

corresponding'. to •sr,1 in ·sudama (spirit)... Should. this interpretation. be accepted, 

because 1111✓Sttbi is a combination of fJJit and subi, a translation•of it moi:~ proper-than 

~ it in the Nihon..:ihoki would he'~· 111. · Whether· this view should •be accepted or 

not, is up to the reader... At any rate, it is obvious that Musubi-no-kamiJirj_ Ji E ffi$ is 

a deification of the supernatural spirit. · According to the cosmological view of the 

~ncientJapanese, in the· beginning of the universe·, ,thete was no demarcation •bf 

heaven .and' earth except the omnipresence of the chaotic supernatural spirit, · -which 

they nam:ed·Musubi'"no-kami ~ Ji E ffi$. :Because a sirig;l~ deity is incapable of 

generation; they divided the ~pitit into two-one of which was calied T'akamimusu

bi-rto-kami• r~·JPJ~ ~·:·a jji$·and the.othed(ainimimusubi-no.::kami ffi$ jft1 Ji E ffi$. · 

.The compiler:: of the Kcjiki''places, after. the two deities of the spirit (mitsubi), 

Utnasiasikabipikodi-no-kami ~fifi7]i; JG M)Jr I"iiJ 1JmJ::br5.~ffi$,Amenotokotati.:.no-kami 

x·,;z, 1¥; Ji fft$, Kuninotokotati-:-no.:.kami,' ffi z 't¥;.J'I, jji$, and .Toyokumoriu-no.:..kami 

fl* !lj, ffir~ all as sihgle .. deities; buthe is in error because, ~s, .discussed in: the 

foregoing, Ameriotokotati.::no.:.kami and Kuninotokotati.:.no-kami make a:. pair, and 

Umasiasikabipikodi-:-no-kami and Toyokurrio'nu.:.no-kami make, another pair;. The 

order of arranging them may not •be determined until their names are inves

tigated. The word tokotati ~·}'.[-(permanent opposing) of •ame x (heaven) and 

kuni ~ (earth) must be ·a riame obtained from 'the· permanent opposing .of 

heaven and ea!th. ·MoTOORI· No;rinaga's·view, to take this tdti }'.[ as a borrowed 

character for· tuti :Af! • (hammer} found in such a phrase as ·Takemikatuti '.iEt ~·M, 

cannot be supported. ·As for the name Umasiasikabipikodi-no-kami .'::_jc: pfuJC,"G [rnJi!Tr 

i"iiJ 1if.ff Jt r:'i ~ jfi$, umasi $ ~ Jtl; is itmasi if (sweet) a term for adoration; asikabi 

lfi1J· ;t!:Jr i"iiJ {i· is reed.cshooting; pikodi .It IP] ~-is m:· j( ot m: ~ a euphemistic term for 

a· man; therefore, this name was no doubt obtatined from the manner of the shoot

ing of a young reed. And Toyokumonu-no~kami l! * filf jji$ niustbe a name taken 

after the manne·r of the thriving of young sprouts, because kumo in toyokuhzom, ~ * 
ll=-1:f is ·a, variation· o{gumu found .in: a· phrase such as megumu '(shooting of young 
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spro-qts), as MoTOORI Norinaga already expounds. Such a study of the .signifi

cance of the four deities will show that, the na~ural. order being that after heaven 

and earth are. separated, everything grows_ between them, the deities that follow the 

twq deities ot the spirit (musubi) must be the pair formed by Amenotokotati-no

kami and Kuninotokotati-no-kami. According to the order recorded in the Kojiki, 

this pair is followed by Umasiasikabipikodi-no-kami and Toyokumonu-no:-kami, but 

before . determining their position . the significance of the . two _ following deities 

Dpidini-no-kami $- J:[:: Jlli ji n1* and Supidini-no_-kami 3Jii J:t :Lfu ~ ffir!~ _ must be studied 

at the. same time. According to KAMO Mabuchi ~ lt Jt j}l+[, upidini $ J:t Jtf_! ~ is .an 

abbreviation for ttkipidi (floating mud); and sttpidini 3Jii J:t flli ~ an abbreviation for 

sutttpidi (sinking .mud). These two names were selected.from, the manner in which 

the lighter part of the omnip.1;esent spirit rose to form the sun, moon,. and stars, 

while the heavier sank into the earth. Before plants sprout and thrive, sand and 

earth must exist to cultivate. them. Therefore,. the deities_ that should .rank after 

Amenotokotati-no-kami:are Upidini-no-kami and Supidini-no-kami; and Umasiasika

bipikodi-no-kami and Toyokumo.nu:-no-katr?-i should come after them. 

A natural order of _arrangement is.to place Tunugupi-no-kami 1-EJ n; 7]1~1 and Iku

gupi-no-kami tgtt ,Mi after Umasiasikabipikodi-no-kami $ JJTi7/C ;s IDiJ J:tfr tiiJ 1frtt J:t ti ~lm 

ffirr. and Toyokuinonu-no-kami !iJ * filf ffirp who were the deified spirits. of the thriv

ing of plants. This character tt is written ~ iri the Nihon-shoki which explains 

it as· synonymous with ill;. This is n.ot a borrowed character, but a wooden stake, as 

the character signifies. As in the phrases like Tunoda, fifJ ITT, Tunopazu fig. 4!-, and 

Tun9sika :fiEJ ]1[, Tunogupi fig ft is a name meaning a stake (kupi) sticking out like a 

horn (tuno). As in the phras_es like Ikusima y-i§ ~,- Ikuta ti§ EE, Ikuyumi ffl i§-,. and 

Ikuya tr] fk., Ikugupi ffl tt is a name meaning a sacred living (iku) stake (kttpi). A 

-question may be raised as to the reason why such a thing as a wooden stake was 

ad,opts;_d as the name of a creating god. . The ancient Japanese like other people of 

the world. W;Qrshipped trees as gods who generate climate. According to the my

thology in the 1'!l-ikon-shoki, Takamimusubi-no-karni ~ f!I:'P &i Jft EI ffi* is recorded 
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to have bestowed sigi pimurogi w'M'. =!TA ffir¥ fii upon the grandson of Amateram-opomi

kami "J( Jffi * J~ jfi$ on his advent upon the earth. Now pimurogi jfi$ ff means trees 

planted on a mound girdled with stones, which the ancient people worshipped as 

the embodiment of a god. Again, since Takamimusubi-no-kami ~ ~!J gf * 8 jfiq1 is 

also called Takagi-no-kami ~ * niF-ll (tall-tree god), it may be inferred that trees 

were objects of worship as the god of reproduction. First, standing trees, living 

trees were worshipped as they were, but later pillars came to be substituted for 

them. This custom is preserved even to-day in various places. Of them all, the pillars, 

of the Kami-yasiro shrine at Suwa ~ \yj are the best known. There is no shrine; 

only gigantic 'pillars, fifty-five feet high, are planted at the four corners. Though 

they are understood to mark the premises of the sacred site, I am of the opinion t_hat 

the pillars themselves were worshipped as images. · Moreover, the fact that the 

numbers of the deities in the mythologies are given as so many pasira :J:.t (pillars) of 

deities harks back to the custom of worshipping pillars as the embodiments of gods. 

That Opotonodi-no-kami ~ fil 4 trn ft/!;]$ and Opotonobe-no-kami * _i.1- ff~ }JJ'i: jfirf1 

are ranked _after Tunugupi-no-kami fol. ft )]i~l and Ikugupi~no-kami tr"§" ft )]irp is quite 

reasonable, judging from their names. Both opotono ~~ &Ji'~- gg and opotono * _i.1- gg 
mean large shrine, and di ft!! in opotonodi '.@~ filA 1m flft, like di i/ill in pikodi Jt ~ ~ is an 

honorific. for a male deity and be tfl1= in opotonobe * _i.1- tm ~!(:, like me Ji! in pime J:tJ}f _is 

an honorific for a female deity. If so, these names may be understood to mean Opo

tono-ogami -Jc~~ fri$ (large-shrine-male-deity) ,and Opotorio-megami * WR ix jfirp 

(large-shrine-female-deity). One may feel strange that so high a deity as a 

creating god should· be calle~ by a term meaning a . shrine. However, the 

situation under which the sacred trees which were the objects of worship came to 

be called pimurogi nlrfi 'fJiili is somewhat similar to this. Pi the initial sound of pimurogi 

is, like pi in piko * (man) or pime _y)Q (woman), a prefix of an honorific; mt1.r.ogi 

or morogi meaning~* (house-tree), this name may be taken to signify the tree~ for 

the god's house. Kamirogi and kamiromi; the titles, used in our mythologies for high

est deities seem somewhat similar to pimorogi. · The titles transliterated ffi$ f{] 13t,· and 
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deities from Takamimusubi-no-kami, Kamimimusubi-no-kami, down to Izanagi

rto..:.kami, I:zananami-no-kami, Amaterasu-opomikami, and others, but their meanings 

have not yet been definitely explained. The Daigenkai -}( § yfjj: by Dr. 0TSUKI * ;WJ 

i'.fU- ±<1l, in ·explaining kamirogi, says "Ro is an abbreviation of iro as in iropa -BJ= 

(mother) and iroe 5L ( elder brother); a word used for endearment; gi is a title for a 

god; mi in kamiromi is probably a title for a goddess. For instance, Izanagi-no

mikoto (god), Izanami-no-mikoto (goddess)." His interpretation of gi and mi is 

co:i:rect,. but his explanation of kamiro cannot be supported., Seeing that kamirogi is 

sometimes· written kamurogi or kaburogi, it is probable that it was originally kamu

murogi; because of the repetition of mu, one mu came to be eliminated and now stands 

as kamurogi. · And muro in kamit-mttrogi is similar to moro in pi-moro-_gi which means 

111$ f.fiti; · and _means 11n1ro ~(house); and kamtt is perhaps a title corresponding to pi 

ih pi-moro-gi. Should the two titles kamurogi and kamuromi be thus interpr
0

eted, 

they may be observed to resemble strikingly in their meaning the names of the two 

creating deities Opotonodi-no..:.kami ~ ra s.j- g~ :tlli J]iq1 and Opotonobe-no-kami -}( s.j

t~ JJ¥ J]i$. I :may add that abbreviating ka1JZU-1Jturo-gi to kaviurogi or kamirogi is done 

under the same rule as Kamimimusubi-no-kami 11i1~ ~ ,iffi ~ J]irfl in the Nihon-shoki is 

abbreviated to Kami-musubi-no-kami 111$ iTh J\! El J]irp in the Kojiki. 

The Kojiki is quite reasonable in placing, after Opotonodi-no-kami and Opo

tonobe-no-kami, Omodaru-no-kami ~t -BJ: ~t t5fE J]i$ and Ayakasikone-no-kami [lij ~ 

~ ,t,C: t1 vE ffirr1. Now omo ~-BJ: in omodaru tff-!It ~t Vit· is a transliteration ~f omo Tm 
(face) and daru ~TI t5fE that of taru Ji ( contented), the name indicates the fully con

tented countenance of this deity. Ayakasiko [)TIJ « tiiJ ,1t 1_1; means extremely solemn, 

and ne 'iJt, is a euphemistic term; these names indicate the solemn arid graceful 

appearance of these deities: One may imagine that these deities had already assum

ed a somewhat human appearance. It is only natural that, after these two deities, 
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Izanag1-n9-kami 1~ :!fB 71~ ~It :iii$ and Izahami-nq·~kami 1i.:!f[5JJ~ ~ :iii$ shotilcl hay~ ap.

peared and achieved a great success in founding the country. The names:·of the.two 

deities. are given as 1§1· ~F ft and ,W #' .133. in Chinese c·haracters in the· Nihon-shoki 

and were formerly re.ad Izariaki- and Izanami, and theirinterpretatioh was sought. 

The Kojiki-den r5· I3ri: i:i21ui (Chap; 3 2) remarks "The or~I· interpretation of the· Nzhon:.. 

shoki explains iza 1j']' #- for izanaf:-koloba i* ~ (invitation.,w:ord) ·arid our. teacher 

also· s::1id that the two names mean lzanapi~kimi 1i;8t 7i~Jt:;g- (itivitfng-\nan) "a.t;td 

Izanapi-mekimi 1:tl" :ff~ JB J:t·::k jl· {invitirtg~woma;n.); ~nq.ee,q,, these (W:O qeiti.~s i;nv)teq. 

ea½h othet fot copulation. to, prpduce the_.la11p ..... : I.( is• ve,ry r_easqnable ... ; ., .· I( i_s_ also 

pre,slim,e,q. that-when tl:iey .. .;;,vished to copulat<:;,.th_eyinvite_d·each oth.er_:$_ayingfo each 

other 'izar;a.' #I" J~ rfi: (Come now!) this interjection finally came to be- applied to 

the±p. as· tl).,eir ·1).ames. Na ·is probably tia m-·(you);" ,According to. this sgurce; it _i~ 

the· oral,'in,ter1:retatioij; that explains/za 1§1· ;!f~ _in Iza11agi-n&~kami 1§1· :lfB ~f 1[1t ,ii$. as a 

verb. i:z:an~Ju ID1f. 7 (invite), ~.nd it is Jv.1oT©ORI N otinaga that ~xplains na JB. as na & 

(you} N gw t;q.e S hq~i.;._tt1shaku W *E ili1 rt. (Book 2), thm1gh following the explanation 

of fhe cital interpretatio_n as to: the me_ap.ing of iza 1§1:)]3,: seem,s unsati~fiicl with· the 

expian~do.ri of na J~ as na &- (you) ; and taking tia a·s a particle revi_ses Izanagi ,fj· f~ 

»B 1~· to Tzanogi 1~1> :lfl3 ± 1[1t and !zanami 1fr':lf1HJ~· ~- to IzaMtr1i 1¥ :lf~ ·Z ~ and 

cites the following plfrises in' vvhich mekoko. I§ .1 -=f (ball· of ·eye) is. chariged: fo 

mapako; tenosue :=p· ) 5/~ .( end of hand). to ta~asue, apd anosu_e Ji ; 5fz (erid: of foot) to 

anasue;_ T;his is certainly an advapced Interpret~tioh. Howev:er; wht:ther 1j']· ;!fl3 in 

1§1; ;!f]31JB il!x in the ~ojiki was pronounced iza is an ·open· question. Se_eing· that the 

Nihon-~hoki writes it 1j· #· and.: the Notito iWc ~r.u (ShintO Prayer,,Bo9k)~nd th~ ]im

myocho 1ii$'45 ~i have it 1:tl" Mand 1j']· 1tc; Dr. TSQDA, in his st~dy-of Jap"anese.-mythol

ogy, contends that the. ,vords· must: be. read isa. His 1s sure.ly _an ·opinion worth 

consideration. I say this because an adequate interpretation, of this. word is possib.le 

only when· itis s·o read .. Copulation of the two deities:wa~:n.o doupt a-c:ause of gen

erating the various deities of the land, but it is hardly right to say that they were 

named on account of this action. Their names must be those chosen because of their 
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merit in assiduously worki11g and g~nerating the v_arious deities of the land. The 

Nihon-shoki justly adores the merit of the two-deities, and.says" After.this, the divine 

task of Izanagi-no-mikoto was fulfilled, and his spirit was now ready to ascend to 

heaven. Thereupon, a shrine was erected inAwajiislan4 where he_ ;ests in. peace 

forever. Another version is:. Izanagi-no-mikoto now fulfilled, his divine. work: His 

force was fe,lt far .. and near. Thereupon, he went up. to heaven to report. But he 

stayed up,_ residing in the palace of Pi-no-wakamiy~,"(;1,) 

The Nihon-shoki reads ffi$JJJ kamugoto (godly wor_k) and ~\ikioi (force), butis 

this the right way of pronouncing these words ? Leaving ~ alone, JJ,, in my 

humble opinion, should be read isa-ivo. This is not the only place in the mytholo

gies where the character J}J should be read isa-wo. For instance, according to the 

Nihon-shoki, Isotake-no-mikoto }i. + iii iff-1 was so named because he had proved a 

god of isa-wo ~ JJ, (merit) in bringing back young plants from Korea and transplant

ing them widely throughout Oyasima 7( A fj,j,j. No scholar would object to the 

character JJ, being pronounced isa-ivo. Wo in isa-1vo being an ending, isa is the stem. 

:m iii (bravery) is isa-mu; 111.wbeing an ending, the stem is isa, the same word as isa 

in ismvo. Moreover, the- Japanese for diligence is iso'-si; si _ being an ending, the 

stem is iso, which is only a variation of isa in isa-wo. Thus isa {cfi· J~· in Isanagi fjl· m5 
;t}~ 1!E!c: and Isanami 1¥f~ j~ ~ must mean merit, diligence. And this na j~ is, as the 

author ofthe Shoki-tushaku already interpreted; a variation of the particle no; gi 1.!E!l 

and mi ~ being euphemistic titles for man and woman; so it follows that {:jf fj) 7J~ 

J.!lx must be a corruption of i sa-no-gi and {'}!· ;!fl) 1n ~- a· corruption of isa-no-mi,

namely, the god and the goddess of merit. As may be ~een from the foregoing 
i 

lengthy discussion, the seventeen creating deities from Amenominakanusi-no-kami 

7;;__ -;t_ {iii[J i=p ::t ffi$ down through the other sixteen deities, when the meanings of their 

names have been interpreted and their order has been thereby µetermined, may be 

considered to represent, successively or temporally speaking, various stages of de-• 

(1) ~fik ffe!W f!~ffi!fl :rJJ ~P~, ~l1:'i'.''t ~. :¥: t~ ti/li ~J 'a 1~ i~Jl.% z ~H, ~f~:If ~I '!F:, Zi'F s, ffei'lc\: ~~ 
:i:JJ mE~ *• 1tZJ'F**• 1l~1:i~~-~ if/l', 1J';fil~1J~ El £6!?'8. 
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velopment in which the vague>chaotic spirit became more and more manifest, so to 

form heaven and:·earth; sancl:a:nd soil, plants, and 'finally eight pair~ of deities in the 

shape of human beings. Nevertheless, these being creating deities, simultaneously 

or spatially speaking, may:he fo:terpretecl as being a pair of deities with the attributes 

and abilities above-m~ntioned. - . They inay be;. as. it :were, a pair of deities with eight 

manifestations. In.order to simplify and clarify my statement, I ·am going to give 

the diagram of the deities, which the compiler the Kojiki-den constructed on the 

basis of the Kojiki and the genealogy which I have qesig11ed. 

· l The· Diagram of the iqJikf-den 

O • Arnenomina~am:rsi:no'."kami 

0 Takamimusubi-nb-kami 

O K.amimusubi-no-kami. 

These_three_were single deities and as s1;1chdisappeared: 

O U,masia~ikab~pi~qdi-no-kami 

· 0 Amenotokotati-no-kami 

$Nufc ~ ro·Wr"tiriT1rm Jt ~ ~ ffir~-: 

7( z .-m- ft m* 
-, Thes~ .1;wo were; also. sjngl(! deiti~s and as such disappeared:'.: 

The al>ove five compose the heaven deities of th~ special o~d~r. 

· O Kuninotokotati-no-kami 

_ O :_ Toyokumonu-:nq-:kami 

These two were also single deities and as such disappeared . 

. Upidini-1?-o,.kam_i _,: 

Supidini-no-kami. 

Tunug~pi-?-o-kami 

,·-1· Ikugupi-no-kami -. 

.. Op.otonodi:-n~-kam1_· 

Opotonobe-no-kami 

ffiJ ;tt )Jir~ 

·ffl tt )Ji$, 
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Omodaru-no-kami 

A yakasikone-no-kami 

Izanagi-no-kami 

Izanami-no-kami 

1:µ· ;!f[) ;!}~ 1!Sz ffir~ 

1=Jl ;!f[) 9}~ ~ ffir~ 

The above from Kunitokotati-no-kami down to Izanami-no-kami 

are also called the seven generations of deities. 

II The Revised Genealogy 

I Amenominakanusi-no-kami :}( z ~J tj:t ± ffirf1 

II Male Deities 

1.~ [_Takamimusubi-no-kami ~ qfil[J Ji~ 

2. Amenotokotati-no-kami ;}( z 'm' ft 

3. Upidini-no-kami '=p Jt :f:lli ~ jjlr~ 

4. Umasiasikabipikodi-no--'kamf $ j)E 

,'ili lITiJ 1!fr iq 11 lt r5 ~ ni$ 

5. Tunugupi-no-kami f=!'=J ft ifirfl 

6. Opotonodi-no-kami ~ ~ s-j~ 1m Jtft 

n]r~ 

7. Omodaru-no-kami jjA-/_i;J: ~'t: ;J;jif ffi$ 

8. Izanagi-no-kami 1fr ;)fj) j~ 1'1t ~iqi 

The above are one deity in essence. 

III Female Deities 

I. Kaminiusub1-no-kami m1f1 mi JaJt El iif!fl 

2. Kuninotokotati-no-kami w1] z 'X; 1L 

3. Supidini-no-kami 3~ J:t ~• ;@fil Jjjrj1 

4. Toyokuinonu-no-kami J;;lt,l ~ .filF-J'• nlr~ _,_, __ ~ 

5. Ikugupi-no-kami fr§ ft iii$ 

6. Opotonobe-no-kami * ~i. g~ iJJ¥ ,11111 

7. A yakasikone-no-kami [fµJ ~ iB ]E; ti 

8. Izanami-no-kami 1fr ;!f~ 9}~ ~ ;1i$ 

The above are one deity in essence. 

The Kojiki, because compiled by ONO Y asumaro :;t J 11: fll alone and also 

because of his effort to preserve the ancient traditions and the ancient language, 

assumes, on the whole,"an appearance of ancient traditions, though not without the 

above-mentioned fault in classifying and arranging the creating deities. On the 



other hand, the Nihp1ic,shoki,, b~cause compiled · by s.everal . men and lacking the 

spirit of unity;, is rather- careless in adopting and arranging the• creating deities, 

despite the abunda1:1~e. of ,materials. According to this hook, the .first d.eity to 

appear at the begirining:<Jf~he._world is Kuninotokotati~no:-1:p}k9to i] J }L. 'lriJ, the 

sec91,1~l ~:upiqos~tu~hfl?:-rni,kqto:•1.131{,ff:i¥.,, 8:1?,q;:tl?,erthir.cl J'oyqkurn9nu-no:-inikoto 

!~ !t ~ :~~ ;_ the three were a.11 genµiµe J:p~.l~ ~~iti~st; 1'h.e, qeiti~s who appeared in 

succession after them were Upidini:.no-mikoto Wg__ ± ~ i@: and Supidini-no-mikoto r:P 

± ~ ~' Opotonodi-no-mikoto * J=i ;z ~ i.'t and Opotomabe-no-mikoto * ~ ~ ]!ff-, 
. . 

Omotaru-no-mikoto 1N .@.·~and I<:asikone-110-mikofo 'f:i tl 1?,t, and Izanagi~no-miko-

to 1j'I: ~ wt 1t _·and Iza,na'n#~no~mikq_t_q, 11 ~f'--#l~@-:.1,, . T.he:~:e. (:i-ght deities make four 

couples of goqfar;icl·-gd:dde.~ses; each couple is considered a generation, constituting. 

{olfr generations, i:q. aJJ,:: t,l,wse;. a-9:9f tb,e three.· eat;liff sip.gle, go.cls are ~allyd the: seven 

generations of the age of deities. The Nihon-shoki gives, by the side of the main 

text,· quptatic:>:q.s -frqn:1 . nine .· differ1;:;ht sourc~s, qf ~hJtb; the, Kojikl is, one.. . Now 

Amenominakanusi-no-kami, Atnenotokotati~no~kami, Takamimusubi-no-kah],i,· Ka

mimusupi.:cno-kanii; :U rn~_si~sik~~ipikodi-no-kami, Tun11gppi-_no:-ka1JJ.i, ap.d Ikugupi

no~ kaJUi/ w:horn, tpe Koji/r.i i11clup.es among th~; cr~at_ipg deities are o:mitte.d in the t' . . 

Nihon~s!Joki; instead, Kunino~atuti--:-1-o.,.1nikoto ffl ~ M *' a_: de,i_ty' who:: is not men-' 

tioned in the :mythology of, th~, Kojiki; is included. ·: J:1he . 'f\ojiki, rnenti()11s severiteep 

crea~irrt: deities;, while .the N_iho_n~:shoki mentions oply::;eleven ;: of, the eleveµ,: ~e,n are 

among those mentioned in the Kojiki, and one is Kuninosatuti~no-mikoto a d~ity not 

trtenti()n~~ i11, 1.t. . Bu;t.tbis .deity must b,e Kuninosatuti:,-no-kanti.~,;Z. @~ ± jji$;;sson of 

Opoyama-tumi-no-kami * !lL~;~jji$ in the mythology of the Kojiki. As kuni ffi 

( earth) stands again_stame 3( (he:1:v.e.t1), ·over againstKuni11osatµti:-no:-kami ffi. z. @~ .:Ii 
J]i$, thet~ ls Amerjosatuti:-11Q"katni x.,';t. ~ ± jji$ i,n the'Kqjiki,but the N/hon-shoki con

tai11s qnly Kuniripsa.!uti-rto-mikPtP{ and not. Amenosatuti:-no:-rnikoto'. : And.another 

unintylligible pqint,i.s that the first qeity to,.appear in the chaotic beginning with no 

c:lemarc:,a#on of h~aye,n an,d,ef!rtp is I~q,n,inotokotgti-no:-mikqto. The,4ame KuninQ7: 

tokotati ffi'. ~ 3L., a.s, pteviously c;lis,tussecl, matche.s '¾ith\Amenotokotat(-3( 1¥;·:ft; so 
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there niust be Atnenotokotati-no..;m:ikoto·:x_ ~ -:iL Jw-: before K.uninotokotati-no-mi

koto ~ ~ 1£· ~~. However; the.· Nzhon,-shoki mentiohs. K\:ininotokotati~no-m:ikoto 

alone, and not Amenotokotati~no-mikoto: Both Kuninosatuti-'11,0-mifo~o. ·and 

Kuninotokotati-no-i-nikoto are deities who require.·mates~ as the :study of their names 

shows, and who are feminine deities, as their gender shows. Bow is-ii:. thaUhey 

are put down as geniiine 1nale deities in the ];,Jihon-shoki? 'As K.unin:otpkotati-no

mikoto presupposes .Amenotokotati-no.:.mikoto, and Kuninosatuti-rio~mikoto 

presupposes Amenosatuti-no-mikoto, so do·es Toyokunionu-no-mikoto -~~ Jlt~::i: 

from.the reason given above presuppose· Umasiasikabipikodi-no.:.kami. 

'Now how is it that the Nihon-shoki excludes this one frorri the creating, deities? 

How besides, when these three deities must be mating deities as.their names indicate, 

is it that the Nihon-shoki asserts them to be . single- deities? In assuming this defi

nite attitude in choosing the deities at the expense of these• contradictions, the com

pilers of the book no doubt had a consistent principle to go by. Our impressions, 

on careful reading of the mythology in the Nihon-shoki, is that it purposely excludes 

from the creating deities those relative fo heaven and those based on ideals. Is it 

not because Amenominakanusi-no-kami and Amenotokotati-no-kami are heavenly 

deities that they are excluded from the list? Is it not because, while Kuninosatuti

no-mikoto is adopted, Ameriosatuti-no:-mikot·o is rejected that the latter is a heaven

ly deity? Is it not because Takamimusubi-no-kami ana Kamimusubi-no.:. kami were 

considered to be too lofty and ideal names to be related ·with the actual earth, that 

they are both omitted? It is probable that Umasiasikabipikodi-rio--kami, TU:nugupi

no-kami and Ikugupi-no'."kami, despite their more earthly names, were omitted, simply 

because of an inconvenience felt in arranging and combining deities on account of 

too much emphasis laid on the numbers three and $even. 

A careful study of the text of the mythologies in the opening sections of the 

Kojiki and the Nihon-shoki will show that the arrangement of the deities, their names, 

and the explanatory phrases often refer to Chinese sources: For instance, it cannot 

be denied that Amenominakanusi.:.:no-kami x_ -;t_ 1ilill i:p ::E. jji$, because of his name and 
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also, because of the fact that he is the original deity in the beginning, is a deity simi

fa,r to T'ai-rhi }.( t!fil in the Chou;_i m] ~· and T'ai-i jc ~ in Taoism. And should the 

eight pairs of gods•. and goddesses be nothing but the names of the two deities, male 

and female, manifested in eight directions, the two deities may be compared with the 

yin ~ and yang ll9., of the I~J ·or the F uh,.hsi ft~ and N ii-kua id{!}; in Taoism. Seeing 

that some scholars of tbe Tokugawa period· explained this mythology with the Chi

nese Jin~ang theory, future scholars may be led to regard this section of the my

:tl10_logy. an ::1.µaptation of the Chinese traditions .. Howev~r, this is only a superficial 

view influet).q:d by sheer externals-:-one blind to Japanese thohght which underlies 

it alL . To give a rather vulga; example, it might be compared to a Japanese in Chi

_nese clothes. 111 spite of the Chinese clothes he wears, he is essentially Japanese. 

Jn Taoism;• the god in the:beginning of the universe is calkd T'ai-i j_( ~, the great 

.god of the-1:ieay~nly world T'ien-i J( :----, and the great god ofthe earthly world Ti-i 

Jlli __:_., Thus the n\lmber one• is valued; hence- the larger odd numbers nine and 

.seven are. considered sacred numerals. On the other ha_nd, the Japanese mythology 

_in which the. deities of both . se:xes usually make cotiples proves that the· number 
. . . ,. 

two wa's valued: Consequently,- the::larger even number eight, dividable by two, 

became an auspicious number. . One is absolute; therefore; its nature is arbitrariness . 

. ':two ,is relative; therefore, its rtatute is co-operation and friendliness.. The reign of 

Amaterasu-opoinikami J( flti * ~ jji$ ovet Takamagapara r§.i J( ls'£, through the' co

: oper;:ition .of Takamimusubi-no,.kaini ~ ~ m'i·~ jjiqi, and the n:ign of Opokuninusi-no

kami 7( ~ '.::E jji$ over Asiparahonakatukuni . :fti [q{ i:p ~, through the co-·operation 

of Sukunapikona,.no-kami _j;- -15 ~ ffir~, are the most conspicuous in the mythology. In 

view of this, co-operation and friendliness betwe·en two parties may -be said to be 

_the fundamental principle of Japanese mythology. 

As already discussed in full, pito (one) in Japanese- is a corruption of puto :;t( 

,(great), a number valued as a great number. Therefore, the number one must be 

etymologically an- auspicious number: :But twq in Japanese is puta, a synonym of 

pito, a number, etymologically, of a co-ordinate class and rahk. The peop.le gradual~ 
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ly developed a fondness for two, a mating number, so much so that they came to 

feel a lonesomeness with one, and :finally to have a tendency to hate it. Instances 

may be cited from mythology. The Kojiki, in describing the visit Izanagi-no-mikoto 

paid his wife Izanami-no-mikoto in Y ominokuni $l ~ ii says "So having taken and 

broken off one of the end-teeth of the multitudinous and close-t·oothed comb stuck 

in the left bunch of his hai~, he lit one light and went in and looked."(1l The Ni

hon-shoki gives the same incident as follows : "He secretly took his many-toothed 

comb and, breaking off its end-tooth, made of it a torch, and looked at her. 

Putrefying matter had gushed, and muggots swarmed. This is why people at the 

present day avoid using a single light at night, and- also avoid· throwing away a 

comb."(2l The Kojiki-den (Book 3) explains this pitotttpi - o/ )( (a single light) ,as 

follows: "When it might have been simply -light, the reason why it is written 

pitotupi (a single light) is probably because it was customary, in ancient times, to light 

two, three, or more lights, it was necessary to give special emphasis to the singleness 

of the light by this phrase. The passage in the Nihon-shoki' This is why people at 

the present day avoid using a single light at night, and also avoid throwing away a 

comb ' seems an addition by a later hand, but I am of the opinion that this 

custom existed even in ancient times. Even to-day, in the province of Iwami :f5 J'l, 

it is tabooed to light only one light as an offering at a shrine, and it is customary t? 

light two lights; and it is also. tabooed to throw a comb. This is what a man from 

that province has told me." The custom in the province of Iwami to taboo a single 

light and the throwing of a comb may be one that arose on account of the text of 

the Nihon-shoki, but this reference to this custom in the Nihon-shoki may suggest its 

existence in. ancient times. 

More instances in mythology of tabooing the number one may be cited. In 

order to conquer the rebellious deities in-N~katukuni 9::1 ii, Amaterasu-opomikami 

(1) i:UtJLl tc'z f;i~~ SLM~ 1-¥ k rr.i ffiJ Z ~ tt -w }jx ~ fnJ j:~ -1( A J't Z ~')f. 

(2) rrtl!x ri~ 11'ffi!, ~tJTAttgtt tJ, ~*tr-, mi Jt z~, Wl:rY~.ctt Nf.~·1ttA,8-Jtz *· x. ,8f~m. 
~t~t!!,. 
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sent Ameno-wakapiko 3( ~ El -=f,; but hearing nothing from him for eight years, s~e 

sent. a pheasant named Nanasikiji #~ 16 ~{E, (namele~s pheasant),·. which was killed 

by Wakapiko. This incident is recorded in the K<Jjiki as follows: "So.this is the 

origin of the modern.proy-erb which speaks.of 'the.pheasant as.sole messenger "(1l 

.The same affa,ir is given in the Nihr;n-:shoki. "This pheasant came down flying; b:ut 

s~eing millet-fields and be~n-Jields, it stayed and never came back. This is the 

origin of the modern proverb which speaks of '. the pheasant as sole messenger.' "(2l 

Tlie Kqjiki-den (Book 13). says "That pitatukapi illu ~ ( express m.essenger) ~s explained 

in the Nihon-shoki by_ the note_: !RJ li. .tI:t Ss; .i'E:, JB ,@h (ru.N li. : this is read pitawd l'I! ~t 
J~). This is the r_ight u;;age. In _the_ Annals of the .Emper_or Suinin. * 1=, there is 

a passage. reading ~ Jzyj ?iE ~, mY-t 1~ ~-- jJ (9 that I cquld, above everything, have a 
~ ' .. . 

trial of strength, regardless of life,or death !) ; and another in the Annals of the Em

peror Richu )li {$ reading § ~'.q&, ~ i%7e J;,t ~ }~ jrr} tfl) (After this, the sole purpose 

was to refrainJro1n hanging horse-:driyers.) Now this word pita J:t ~ is found com

bined. into such.modern. words as pitasura or pita171ono, and meaning inclined in ex

clusively one.direction, not i_nfluenced by ·anything else; So •it mu~t have been ,a 

word derived from pita (one). When the Mamryosyi1 ~~~~:says pitatttti uf± or 

pitdsawo ffif 16: NuTc,. genuine. tuti ( s,oil) • or, genuine hemp. \Vith no mixture. whatever is 

m~1.1t; T'J:J:etcl@.re;,::J!Jtq.i1t.kapJ ~ ~ ·must be a single messenger not actompariied by 

sopitukapi Ill-ft (assistant ciessenge:JJ)i:oia;ora.t#~J:I4ant/~ MorooRI No.dnaga *.@ Jt 
:El:· was quite right in interpreting pita in pitatukqpf' ~i,ffi§ a~; ~._v,a.1:;iMion of pito (one). 

This ser:ves to _prove that the n_umber one was tabooed in ancf.ent tirr.r.es:. T:b~re is 

still anothe~. evid~n,c_e·. that this. number was probably rejec;ted in my.t_hology: · The 

K~jiki concerning the marriage of Ninigi-no-mikoto ~ k --~ §'g ifr.t, the grandson of 

Amaterasu,..op~mikami, with Konopana-no-sakuyapime * 1E z {li: !A. ~ Er:, ._, the 

· daughter of. Opoyamatµmi-no-kami * 1lJ ~ Jl ffi$ and her concept.ion in one night, 

· says "Then he said : 'Princess Sakuyapime ! What ! pregnant after one night! It 

(1) ~-ilt 1:c!,¾Lzili&~*:%:!:11 .. 
(2) •. ll:tj$ ~*, izs! Jl ~ Ea 1f l±l, JJ.IJ WI rnJ ~ ~. vtilt lfriij j$ iii&~~ ~i:tt,. 
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cannot be my child, must be the child of an earthly deity.' "<1l This is given in the 

Nihon-shoki as follows : ·" But the Grandson was slow to believe this, and said: 

'Heavenly Deity though I am, how could I.cause any one to become pregnant in the 

space of :one night?' "<21 Again, in the Annals of the Emperor Ytuyaku ;ijt m~, a 

passage reads "W oguna Kimi 111 jc ;g· was originally an Uneme >R J;::.. The Em

peror gave one night to her and she became pregnant. Ultimately. she gave birth to 

a girl. The Emperor had suspicions and would not bring her up."(3l All thes.e 

instances ptove that the number one is often rejected. 

The foregoing is the result of my enquiry into the numerals found in the Kr!}iki 

and the Nihon-shoki. According to this study, the writings which I take to be the 

originals of the mythologies, contained neither the number seven nor nine, nor a 

group of deities of either number. The mythologies being precious works describ

ing religious affairs, it may be said that. the nunj_ber which do not appear in them 

must be a tabooed · number and those which appear auspicious numbers. 

· The numbers seven and nine found in the Nihon-shoki are coloured intro..; 

ductions by later generations unde:t:' the in£uence of Chinese culture. The main body 

of the mythology in the Kr!}iki as a rule does not contain these numbers. In arranging 

the· creating deities, however, under the unconscious infiuence of Chinese ideas, the 

number seven which should:not have been. introduced into the mythology has been 

used. And it is .observed in this book thatthere is a group of seventeen deities-the 

seventeen deities as the children of Opotosi-no-kami 7(trj:.jfi$. Among these deities, 

deities called Korean deities 1;rt jfi$ and Chinese deities ~jji$,.are included. These are no 

doubt deities who were never includ~d in the originals of the mythology. As we study 

the .subject in this light, it may be·asserted that the numbers included in the originals 

of the mythology were one, two, three, four, five, six, eight, and ten, and the num

bers seven and nine were not used. As already indicated in the various continental 

(r) ~~tH, fti:A~l'/b Jt-m~M:, ;&9r=flt=f, £'., llffi*z=f. 
(2) ~Jffi;;;f~z 1t 8, !i'~~x ffi~, friJEEl-11( z Fai,-% Ai'i"~3F-. 

(3) 1f fr- ;f.\"~ :zis: 7~ ;:;R !;::, x ~ !.~- -~ rifJ ~, ~ ~ -J;:: =f, :k ~ !~ rn:i ~ ~-
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countries of Asfa an,d Europ_e:, as a rule, ocld _p:µmbers we.:i;e valued, whi~e _e:v.en nqm

bers were. qespised. · Qn the other ha:nd, in. our country, all; the. even ,nurnb,~rs were 

. valued; and of the odd 11,um~ers., one, _three,. an,dJive were adopted ar,nong the 

auspi<:ious numbers. Only the number one, because of the solitaryfeeling it gives, 

was in some cases. rejected, as, has been _explai_ned. fo. the. continental coµntries. of 

Asia and E1:1rope, ~mong the odd numbe;s.·, s.even an,d nine were v_alued as the _rr:iost 

sacred numbers, whDe in Japan these. two. nunib_ers we.re .rejected as. inauspicious 

numbers and, instead, the odd .number: eight was respectc:d as the m.ost au.spicious 

huf!lber.. Therefore, this. couclusion arrived a.t through the study of the Kojiki and 

Nihon-shoki no:w_serves incideilt?,lly to_ afford a new _and strong sµppo,rt to.my the.ory 

of the. Japanese numerals. As these books forrn the_ oldestJiterature in Japari, _ho 

docurnent prior to them ~s available .. But Tung~i-chttan *~,[Jg: in the. Wei-ihih -~-~ 

includes. a chapter entitled Wo.--jen ~ A which gives the number. of the env9ys. and 

the. quantities of the gifts that the Queen of Wo-kuo {l ii sent to_ the Wei~ court. 

For the. reason that these ·number.s, instead of mere subjective conception concerning 

numbers.conjectured from the ancient documents:i give the actual objectiv-e numbers 

recorded.in the history of international. diplomacy,.it may_not be quite just to deter

mine thereby the .numerical conception of the Japanese of those days .. However, as 

they serve in a. way to suport iny numerical theory, I shall reproduce. them here . 

. • -According to · Wojen;.;chuan .. ti A {Ji]:· iri.. the Wei-chih ft ;ft,. the 1\uinber of the 

envoys whom the Queeri, caJle4 Pi-me,..ko -$ ~ l!f- .then ruling over the"northern 

half of Kyushu sent.to the . .Wei court in the· 2nd year of Ching-chu,-Jk {0 (2'38 A.D.) 

was two-a chief envoy ati.d an. assistant; and the inventory of the gifts she seht 

contained four male prisoners, six .female prisoners~ two p'i 1Zf and two chang .3t of 

figured cloth. The nurnber of ~4e envoys the Queen again sent in the 4th y~at of 

Cheng-shih lE #is was eight, but the quantities of tne various gifts sent then are not 

designated. In the 8th year of the same era (247 A.D.), the Queen To-yo Jt, J!, 

(correctly~;~) who succeeded Pi-me-ko J1j!. ~ID fl.tJ. sent' twenty envoys; ,thirty male 

and female prisoners,. five. thousa11d white . beads, .two la;g~ blue comma-shaped 
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gems, and twenty p'l of new-figured fancy.:brocade·. UnderWo-kuo 1t ~fin Tung-i

chitan JH. * ,tl);( ·in the Hou-han-shu·~ '~IF, it is ·recorded that in the rst year of Ytmg~ 

ch~tt ;k ;fv] (107 A. D.) under the reign of the Emperor An-ti ~ 1if, the King of 

Hui-t'u illi ± ( ~onectly feJ ±) of Wo 1i sent some envoys to "the· Han court; though 

the riumber of the envoys is not given, the.number of the prisoners presented was 

one hundred and sixty,~nainely, twice eighty. Communication between Wo-kuo 

f~ ~ ·and the two' dynasties Han iJi and Wei ~ aimed iti practice at · making profits 

through trade between them, but in appearance it was only a formal act of tribute

payi.hg. When o.tie nation .communicates with another, and the rulers exchange 

envoys and gifts~ the number of the envoys. and the total units of articles. given are 

generally those considered the most auspicious in the country" .which· sends them; 

As is seen in the above references, Wo:-kuo sent ·envoys to the Wei courrthree 

times, two envoys the first time and twenty the third time,· and ·among ·the. gifts the 

first time two p'i ~ and two chang 3t of figured cloth, and aµionir :the. gifts :the 

third time there were two corrirria-shaped gems .and twenty (two-te11)p'i of new

figured fancy-brocade. This frequency of the number two· is too conspicuous to 

be considered accidental. It is, therefore, more reaso'nable to take it as an expression 

of the national custom of Wo-kuo ~ ffl in international diplomacy. The numbers 

besides two mentioned are tlie even numbers four, six, and eight, and the odd 

numbers three and five, which are au· con'sidered auspicoius numbe·rs in J ~panese 

thought. More"over, it is not accidental that neither s.even · riot nine is found; it 

is pr·obably because they" were rejected as inauspicious numbers. 

IV Words of the Same Origins as the Numerals 

(a) Words pertaining to Kinship 

The Japanese, in ancient times; as already referred to, had four word-stems 

meaning many and large, which appear in the numerals : namely, the P= oi: : the p 

series found in pito (one) andputa (two); the JJJ= or tlie m series found in mi (three) 
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.and mu (six); they= or thejseries found in yo(four) and ya (eight); and the tc6 ·or 

the t series found in itit(five) and towo (ten)~ ·. :J\n& we may say that these fourstems 

'also form some woids meaning kinsliipi The present Japanese for the ·ch1ld ,ofo 

child, :or a grandchild is 1nago, .but the Wa~y8sho iti qs, fJ; give~ ~- ti and .It r5 for 

it·;' ~-~ tt is a transliteraion of mumako;. and Jt; 6 a: transliteration of piko. Seeifrg 

thai:. the . Wakun~no:<rhiori ;f-i:i ~VII * · give itmako for mago (grand~hild), 1numako· -is'pro b

aoly. a coriupdon :of.'ttmako.: - In Jaiiariese iri: tifo.rming :an initial sylfable :is; 'f,or 

eriph'.ony,•. oftentchanged to.· mtt;·;for ·instance,ube (no wonder~·reaso'nable)-i~ some,;. 

times'pronotinced)nube:~ And this umako. is. again 'a ·co.rrupHon of:mako~: .The ]apa~ 
,,· ' . ·. ·. . . :i;i ' .. 

nese·firic_lingit:.diffitu1t'to .pronorinfo. a:n.:'m sou.rid ·forming arri±litfal syllabl~ ofa 

wprcl. s:om:etifu~s ·add the vowel. tt before~it.. For. instance tnough, tlie. ,co±red pro"" 

nunciation df')j (horse) irma~ th~y sall !t Uf/Ja; '··and.• tnough. the: correct. promrnci_a7 

.. :tion.: of:j1t (l?l?m)is:.nie;th,ey call fr uml> · ff:such a eupho11iciI :change took• pla~e • ori 

uinako(gra:ridcltlll;l:);:it:'.would·not.be.wiodg tb $t1ppos·e.·.that:tlie·;·more-propet·f6rm 
' -

wasmako:.:)£ sOi,the·.correct Japanese:for :grandchild:rrmst:have .. been mako: · How 

is it then:that grandcliild:iri':Japanese was ma_ko·?· ·· A'dictI011arylike tbeDaigenkai :* 
:~·m·explairts the word·as::oirginatiniffrom u1nafarik,o.~.;~, *(inb:easfog ·son·s)·;· but 

. . . . 

this' souncls' to<f#r::fetched ~o be 'supported.. I11 · my opinion, tnako (grandchild)is ko 

•zchild):.c>f'ko (child),lfa the sense thafitis mafa (again)ko:;.;and mata~ko.was,con: 

tractedio·111a~ko; :and ma in'mafa :&;{~gain), like':ma in ima.ru,·_~ (increase) at mo in 

motto flu (more),' originated:from. the same stem"mi-(three) anffmu'(six)~ 

In Japanese,· grandchild js makv; .it ·was· also ·called pi/40.. Piko is usually inter

preted as a combination ofpi ( distant)ko ( child), and I formerly followed this inter- · 

pretation for so_me time, .frnt n.ow I realize that this was a mi~understanding. This 

piko, like mako, is ko (child) of ko (child), in the sense that it is pata (again) ko (child) 

or puta-tabi ¥f.~ (two times) ko (child); and· pafdko· or·fuf'a-ko was contracted to 

piko. Pa in pata, artdpu in puta· originated· from'the same stem as·piiri.pito (one) 

and'pu in puto; . As 'there are)n J ap:an.esestwo words for hun.dred,Po: and ,mo, ·.so· there 

are mako and piko for grandchild,=, ·Ma and pi, mo and po ;are plural terms which 
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arose from the meaning many. Moreover, great-grandchild in Japanese is pipiko-'wt 

}ffi,-namely, a form prefixed by pi a word meaning multiplication, because this is a 

child born again of a grandchild~ This is exactly Eke calling hundred 111omo· tautolog

ically·. In ancient times, therefore, a gr;indchild was called either piko or mako and 

a. great-grandchild pipikrJ; then for the sake of avoiding confusion, it became a 

custom -~o call a gtarldcl:i1ld mako, or mago, and a great grandchild piko. 

In Japanese a great-great-grandchild is called_yaszpako. The Wanryosho ;f;i:i .fr 1p 

transliterates it ~ Z'. iEl 15, but it is corrupted to J'ashago. The Daigenkai -}c ~ jiff: in

terprets it asyasibako I"~ ft-=f- ( ever increasing child), but this cannot be supported. 

In my opirtion,ya the initial syllable ofyasi_pako is synonymous with yo (four) andya 

(eight), and a word meaningmore and more; yasi should be regarded a noun ~orm 

· of the verbyasit' ~ru- 7-. corresponding to masi the noun form of t~e verb masu 1i"'S: 7-. 

(increase)~ and pdko must be a corruption of piko-. Then ya~ipako being a corruption 

ofyasipiko must :mean more and more children in addition to piko. The. adequacy 

of this interpretation may be -proved· by the fact that tutuko is another word for it. 

The Jikyo ~~transcribes it .R ,i. -=f-, while the Daigenkai interprets it as- tittttko tl 

-=f ( continuing child). As ya in yasipako (great-great-grandchild) is:o as already ex

plained,: a word synonymous withyb(four) artdya (eight), so is tu in ttttuko a word 

synonymous with ttt in itu (five);· the repetition of ttt to form tuttt corresponds to the 

repetition of the inti~l syllable in: momo (hundred) and pipiko (gryat-great-grandchild); 

The co-e~istence ofjasipako and ttttuko for great-great-grandchild is similar to that 

of po an<;l mo1no for hundred, and tµat of piko and mako for grandchild, which is be

cause both words ya and ttt c_ontain the meaning of more and mqre. A general 

survey ofthe n·aroc:s of lineal relation beginning with, grandchild down to great

great-grandchild_ shows that piko (grandc_hild) is a basis on which pipiko (great-grand

child): and yasipako or yas.ipiko (g1;eat-gre_at-.grandchild}are forrned, and that grand

child is also _calle~ mako, and great-great-g:i;andchild is called tutuko also; thus in the 

names of kinship for three generations, all the four· basic words in the numerals

the P=, the m=, they=, a,nd the t=-are employed.. This- aspect should be 
























